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HONEST ENGINES

Collegiate Scholars hope
to convince students
that cheaters never win

With Bergman suspended, baseball
drops a·game to Soutl~ Florida -sEEsPoR1s,e1
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Senate resolution aims to change evaluations
~

Surveys would be filled out online, made available through MyUCF database to assist students in picking out professors
John Zimmerman, a graphic designer in the SGA Communications Office,
helped write the resolution. He preSGA Senate passed a resolution sented the idea to UCF Faculty Senate,
Thursday toward making Student Per-· who are considering the project.
ception of Instruction surveys, also
Zimmerman said that the first eight
known as course evaluations, available questions of the survey are public
in an online database.
record viewable in the UCF Library.
The resolution would also allow These responses are answered on a
students to fill out the surveys online. scantron by students and the answers

TIFFANY BECK
Senior Staff Writer

are tallied. He ·proposed that the
cumulative information be available to
students online. Students trying to
schedule classes would be able to see
how other students rated a professor.
For example, if 75 percent of students in a class gave their professor an
excellent mark on a question about
how their professor used ·class time,
the information would be available to

students. ·
"This stuff is public record," Zimmerman said "I think people should
be able to access it through MyUCF."
Currently, the information from the
survey s<::antrons is scanned into an
electronic format, which is even available on CD. Gettiilg hold of this CD,
though, can be difficult for students.
Zimmerman said it took him 45

minutes of looking in the basement Oi
the library with the help of librarJ
employees to find the electronic ver·
sion of the survey data.
"It wasn't done maliciously, but th~
information is not available in an easi·
ly accessible fashion, and that's just th«:
way it is," Zimmerman said
PLEASE SEE
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Accident

claims lives
oftwoUCF

Christian, Islamic,
Judaic leaders come
together to spread
knowledge of faiths

students
Maximillian Krumm, 23, ·
Steven Lorenz, 18, were
killed instantly in wreck;one passenger survived

NAUSHEEN ANSARI
Contributjng Writer

Leaders from three major religious groups,
Christianity, Islam and Judaism, came together Tuesday night to increase awareness and
understanding among people of those faiths.
The Trialogue was sponsored by three
campus organizations: Campus Crusade for
Christ, Hillel and Muslim Student AssociatioIL
The moderator for the night was Ameer
Zufari, a representative of the Muslim Student
AssociatioIL Zane Kennedy represented Campus Crusade for Christ, and Benji Rabhan represented Hillel.
The panel for the event was composed of
Joshua A Katz, executive director of Central
Florida Hillel; Richard L. Pratt of the
. Reformed Theological Seminary; and Iniam
Abdurrahman Skyes, an on-call Imam for
South Lake Hospital and previous chaplain of
10 years for the U.S. Department of Corrections.
from the beginning, it was obvious intolerance would not be tolerated
''Tonight is not going to be about arguing
.and hatred," Zufari said. "If that is why you are
here, I would recommend you go home."
Several methods of advertising were used
to promote the event. Banners hanging in the
Student Union, several hundred flyers, an official Trialogue Web site and Facebook invitations ~elped draw a large crowd
More than 400 people filled up the chairs
of the Student Union's Cape Florida Room.
Several students lined up against the walls to
watch.
The night was divided into three different
sections.
·
Each member of the panel first introduced
the religion they represent. They then noted
the misconceptions of their faiths. Finally, the
panel responded to a question and answer
sessioIL
The third section was held so audience

CORRECTION/
CLARIFICATION

,.

In the Monday article "War of the
words" by Andrew Van Wart, the
suggestion that Orlando resident Mike
Busey call his party "Assholes and Ale"
was made by UCF student Sarah Miller.
Also, neither Lazy Moon Pizza nor Pie·
in the Sky Pizza endorsed the events held
on their premises.
The National Organization of Women
held its counter event to "raise awareness
about a college party culture that is
hostile to women," NOW President Jenna
Cawley said. ·
j .

ANDY VASQUEZ AND ASHLEY GREEN
Senior StaffWriters

members could voice their confusions about
the three major religions and get a more direct
and knowledgeable answer to their questions.
All three memberi; of the panel had similar
goals for the audience attending.
"Tonight is an invitation to build bridges
instead of separation," Sykes said
The event focused on finding similarities
between the three religions rather than the
differences.
''We are talking about three religion5 that
have things in common," Pratt said ·
Panel members helped clarify many misunderstandings that exist among the UCF.student body.
Those in attendance at the event were
allowed to write down any questions they
might have for the panel.. Most questions were
answered from all three of the panel member's religious perspectives.
The Trialogue showed the viewpoints of
the three Abrahamic religions in a two-hour
time span. This small amount of time gave
students beneficial information to take home
and the question and answer session allowed
for students to dispel their confusion and be
informed

RYAN PELHAM I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Joshua Katz, top, of Central Florida Hillel, speaks about his Jewish faith at
an inter-faith Trialogue on Tuesday. Richard Pratt of the Reformed
Theological Seminary, left, answers an audience member's question while
Imam Abdurrahman Sykes, right, listens.

Steven Lorenz; 18, a new brother of Zeta
Beta Tau fraternity, and UCF student Maxiiiilllian Knunm, 23, were killed in a car accident on April 4.
Lorenz's roommate and fellow UCF student .Ariel Pollak, 18, was riding in the back
seat. He surviv~d the accident and was airlifted to Orlando Regional Medical Center.
At the time of the accident the car was
. going at nearly twice the posted speed liniit of
35 mph. All three passengers were wearing
their seat belts when the car spun into a tree
around 8:25 p.m. Tuesday.
Krumm and Lorenz, who was in the passenget: seat, were pronounced dead at tiie
scene.
According to a press release from Zeta
Beta Tau, Lorenz was a graduate of.Cypress
Bay High School and pursuing a double major
in psychology and legal studies.
Krumm, who graduated in 2001 from St.
John Neumann High School in Naples, was
less than a month away frpm graduation at
UCE A.lo:qg with his interest in automobiles,
Krumm also enjoyed playing video games
and had a vast knowledge of computers and
martial arts. He worked at the UCF PC repair
shop and was a inember of the Tae Kwon Do
ClubatUCF
Stetson graduate student Nico}e McGinnis, 22, met Krumm when both were in their
·sophomore year of high school She said that
he was a quiet person by nature but wasn't
afraid to open up when approached
"He always could make people laugh and
had an awesome sense of humor," McGinnis
said. "He also had a serious sid~ too, when
called for. He knew how to have a good time
PLEASE SEE
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Backstage Diner plans comedy night Wednesday
Former Wired Cafe reopens as coffeeshop, diner-style restaurant, entertainment venue in fall
BARTZINO·
StaffWriter

Tucked away in the back comer of
what is now Ferrell Commons sits what
promises to be UCF's premier student
activities venue. Students from an earlier time may remember it as the Wrred
Cafe, but today it is known as the Backstage Diner.
After being shut down in 2003 for an
asbestos problem, the Wired Cafe
seemed to have closed its doors for
good. Almost two years later, the Campus Activities Board is eagerly awaiting
the completion of a renovation project
that has made the cafe even better than
before.
According to Associate Director of
~~

the Student Union Rick Falco, the original renovation plans called for a simple co:ffeeshop design.
Since then, the diner has evolved to
include house and portable sound systems, a stage for music and comedy
entertainment and all the features of a
full-service restaurant. There will also
be a coffee corner and sit-down area
with tables.
CAB Executive Director Diana
Perry said that, while Wackadoo's will
run the restaurant portion of the Diner,
it will have a different kind of atmosphere.
.
"It will be kind of Uke a diner-style
hangout place," she said. "It's not going
PLEASE SEE
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The Backstage Diner will hold its first event Wednesday. It will completely open in the Fall. The diner's
design incorporates a coffeehouse theme.
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Group promotes integrity a ·UC
Collegiate Scholars stress importance of avoiding cheating in obtaining co ege degrees
1.UHGRla
Conblbuting ritef

P • • sign· gand free food
Volunteer UCF will be
speaking on the violence and
abuse of women and children
worldwide today at 1 p.m. in
the Student Union Garden
Key RDom22l There will be a
petition signing and free food.
For more .information. call
Babita Gounden at 4-07-8236471.

Chinese Culture CJub and movie
The International Services
Center will be holding an
International Movie N"ight
tonight at 5 in the Barbara
Y-mg Center. The Chinese
Culture Club will be featured
and will present a movie.
For more information. call
Paul Schatz at 407-823-5491.

Screening of Invisible Children
LEAD Scholars will be presenting the documentary
Invisible Children tonight at 7
in the Communications
Building Room lOL The documentary follows three Americans who traveled to Africa.
For more information, call
Taylor Wiatt at 904-614-9771.

Joust held today and Friday!
The UCF Technological
Entrepreneurship Center will
be holding The Joust, UCFs
3rd Annual Business Plan
Tournament today at 2 p.m. in
the Student Union Pegasus
Ballroom and on Friday at 9
a.m. in the Student Union Key
West Ballroom.
For more information, call
the TEC at 407-823-3683.

Jazz, violins at Reflection Pond
The UCF Jazz Ensemble
will be performing with the
UCF Orchestra tonight at 7:30
in front of the UCF ~flection
Pond The concert will feature world-renowned violinist Aiman Mussakhajayeva
along with UCF faculty members Jeff Rupert, Jeff Moore
and conductor Laszlo Marosi
For more information, call
the music department at 407823-2869.

Hispanic comedy night at VAB
The UCF Hispanic American Student Association will
be presenting Comedy Night
on Friday at 7:30 in the V.LSU.al
Arts Building Room 132. The
comedians · performing are
Patrick Candelaria and Alex
Ortiz.
For more information, email Edgar Fernandez at
edfemandez87@hotmailcom

Solve a aime, eat some food
The Campus Activities
Board will be holding its 2nd
Annual Mystery Dinner Theater on Friday at 8 p.m. in the
Student Union Pegasus Ballroom DEF. Space is limited to
the first 150 students who sign
up, and students can sign up
at the Office of Student
Involvement in Room 208 of
the Student Union.
For more information, call
Greg Culmone at 407-823-6471

The National Society of Collegiate Scholars is holding two
events to askstu.deid:s to commit
themselves to academic integri-

ty.
Seventy percent of5(),000 students from over 60 campuses
admitted to some form.of serious
cheating, according to a survey
done by the Center for Academic Integrity's Asses.sment Project.
On Wednesday. the officer's
board of the UCF chapter of the
NSCS stood outside the Student
Union from 11 am. until 2 p.m.
asking students to sign a bamler
committing themselves to academic integrity. The project is
part of the national NSCS initiative of .Academic Integrity.
This ~feet-by-5-feet banner
will be displayed in the Student
Union during finals week to
remind students of their commitments.
The event will be held again
on next Wednesday at the same
location and time, in hopes that
as many people as possible can
be reached. NSCS President
NICOle Peterson said.
The UCF chapter volunteered to host the ~demic
integrity event.
"We work very closely with

the national office," Peterson
said.

Sophomore student Andres
Garcia signed the banner. "We
are all here at UCF trying to get
our degrees; Garcia said. "They
will mean 119tbing if we cheated
to get them."
Thirty-four names covered
the banner after the first hmIL
NSCS Historian Kaylin Ackerson urged students to stop and
commit themselves. ''.Academic
integrity is something important
to tell other students about," she
said "The amount of cheating
happening is app~ We are
trying to get students to think
twice before being dishonest to
themselves."

The first 100 students to sign

Student picked for prestigious program
New York internships use the city as 'living classroom' to teach real career skills
AMANDA BASS
Contributing Writer

UCF senior Brittany Ward
started the application for -a
highly selective program and
then put it aside.
Like most college students,
she was busy.
Then the director of the Distinguished Scholars Program for
National Society of Collegiate
Scholars members, Katie Riley,
called her.
Riley encouraged Ward to
finish the application process
and was the one who e-mailed
her with her acceptance. Ward
will spend eight weeks this summer interning in New York City
as part of the Distinguished

Scholars Program.
''New York would be amazing to live in, especially for the
summer." said Ward. an interpersonal communications major
and Spanish language minor.
With many professions
demanding work experience on
top of a degree, students are
flocking' to internship programs.
"Internships have always
been important to college students, but never more than noW:'
Riley said.
· An already selective group,
NSCS consists of only students
with higher than a 3A GPA who
are in the top 20 percent of their
class. And the Distinguished
Scholars Program is even more
selective.

Each participant in the program is placed in an internship

FROM Al
,

and how to make others have a

good time when they where
with him."
Services for Krumm were
held on Sunday in Naples. He
was laid to rest on Wednesday
in bis birthplace of Rowe, Mass.
The family asks that in lieu of
flowers, contact St. John Neu-

man High School to donate to
the Maximi11ian Raymond
Krumm Scholarship fund
Lorenz's funeral service was
held on Monday and the fraternity set up a memorial outside
of the Student Union on April 5.
The brothers of Zeta Beta
Tau will participate in several
philanthropy events in Lorenz's
memory, and all brothers will

•

that fits bis or her future career
goals. Past participants have
interned at the Smithsonian
InSt:itu.tion and the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Despite the program's exclusiveness, Ward's professors
weren't surprised to hear about
her selection.
"She's a highly motivated student and very insightful.'' communications professor Burt
Pryor said
Pryor said that Ward has a
great writing style, which would
have helped in the application
process.
. city.
One of Ward's Spanish pro'We help students to testfessors, Julie J>omerleau. added drive their career." Riley said

wear a black strip on their jerseys.
Lorenz had a passion for
cars.
''Let's put it this way: his car
was as close to him as his girlfriend or bis family:• said Sean
W1Ston, Lorenz's best friend
and fraternity brother. ''He told
me that he would wake up and
just be excited to sit in his car

TODAY IN DETAIL

High:80° Low:62°

Today: Sunny skies, not a cloud in
sight. Winds from 15 to 25 miles per
hour.
Tonight: Clear skies with a low of 62.

Friday

SUNNY

High:89°
Low:63°

{)
{) Saturday

WASHINGTON - The
United States and Peru signed
a free trade agreement
Wednesday that the Bush
administration said would
lead to increased prosperity in
both countries.
Eighty percent of consumer and industrial products
and more than two-thirds ·of
cw:rent U.S. farm exports to
Peru would become duty-free.
Many products from Peru
already enter the U.S. market
without duties. The agreement ensures that this status
would remain unchanged.
U.S. Trade Representative
Rob Portman told the gathering at the Organization of
American States that the
accord
"will
promote
increased economic activity
and commercial prosperity
for both of our nations."
Peru has said the agreement, once implemented.
would increase bilateral trade
and also attract U.S. investment to the country.
In 2005, U.S. goods exported to Peru totaled nearly $23
billion.
Two-way
trade between the U.S. and Peru
during that year aniounted to
$7.4 billion.
In May 2004, the United
States agreed to negotiate free
trade accords with Peru,
Colombia and Ecuador. Negotiations with Peru concluded
in December and an agreement with Colombia was
reached in February. Discussions are ongoing with
Ecuador.

•
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Delta pilots picket company
headquarters, threaten to strike
ATLANTA - More than
300 Delta Air Lines Inc. pilots
marched near the company's
headquarters Wednesday and
placed a giant inflatable rat on
a street corner to symbolize
what they see as corporate
greed in management's effort
to void their contract and
impose pay cuts.
The demonstration came
even as there appeared to be
progress in talks that were
continuing between union
and company negotiators at a
hotel in New York.
Spokesmen for the nation's
third-largest carrier and the
union declined to comment
about the closed-door talks,
which were said to be intensifying. Any deal on long-term
pay and benefit cuts would
have to be ratified by the
Atlanta-based airline's 5,930
pilots.
Delta has been seeking up
to $325 million in long-term
pay and benefit cuts from its
pilots, which would include a
wage reduction of at least 18
percent. The company has
offered to reduce its concessions request to $305 million a
year if the pilots reach a consensual deal, while the pilots
say they have offered $140
million. It's not clear how, or
if, those positions have
changed since negotiations
picked up steam Tuesday.
An arbitration panel has

•
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Sad, Worthless or Guilty
Trouble Eating or Sleeping
No Motivation
Difficulty Concentrating
Feeling Downhearted or Blue

If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you
might be interested in a medical research study for
adults who experience symptoms of depression. If you
qualify, all study-related care will be provided. at no
cost, and you will be compensated up to $950 for time
and travel. There is no over night stay, and health
insurance is not required.
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and listen to the idle:•
Lorenz was knowledgeable
about Dodge Neon SRT-4s. He
used bis Web site to sell parts
for the car to owners from
around the globe.
Nearly 20 SRT owners and
members
of
the
SRTforums.com community
carpooled to the funeral to show
support for Lorenz's family.

LOCAL WEATHER

Today

LET US KNOW

FEATURES:

that Ward's dedication is ·probably what set her apart from other
appli~ts for the program.
"She works hard in class,"
Pomerleau said
Ward's work ethic will certainly help her in the public relations internship she wants for ·
this summer. But that's not the
only part of the program. It atso·
includes the use of New York
City as a "living classroom"
through participation in different activities.
Students like Ward will learn
more about the career they want
to enter after college as. well as
what "real life" is like in a tough

20 car enthusiasts carpooled to Lorenz's service

SUNNY
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

the banner received an integrity
wristband Any bands left over
will be given out on the following
Wednesday. The chapter bought
the wristbands for $1 each from
the NSCS national office. and all
the proceeds will be going to a
scholarship that was created by
the national office, Peterson said.
To be eligible for the scholarship, an applicant must be a
NSCS member. have demonstrated bis or her commitment to
integrity and submit an essay
that higbligjits that commitment
The $1,000 scholarship will be
awarded to at least three students nationwide, Peterson said
The Association of College
Honor Societies created a project titled '1\ Matter of Ethics," in

reaction to the one-fourth of
students who admit to cheating
on tests; one-haJf who admit to
one or more instances ofcheating on written assignments; and
60 percent who admit to plagiarism
The UCF Chapter of NCF.S
could not pass up the opportunity to take part in the trend
"UCF is a growing university," said Peggie Yu. NSCS Vroe
President of Community Service. "It is very important that
students do not cheat. We want
to set an example as a role
model for future students and
not have them harm the university's reputation."
According to the NSCS,
integrity has many meanings:
honesty, pride, dignity, selfrespect, authenticity, personal
ethics, hard work, character.,
truth, and honor.
LEAD scholar Kristina
Graczyk agrees.
Academic integrity is important to enhance not only education, but the understanding of
the material they are being
taught, she said
The NSCS UCF chapter is
urging all students to stop by
next Wednesday and make the
commitment to academic
integrity if they were unable to
make it to Wednesday's event.
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HIGHER
EDUCATION
'What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Professor arrested after police
allege involvement in lewd act
OKLAHOMA CITY - A
Larigston University professor has been arrested on an
accusation that he engaged in
an act of lewdness with
another man, according to
police records.
An Oklahoma City police
report said John K. Coleman,
62, was arrested Saturday in
an area of northwest Oklahoma City that has been the
focus of complaints about
male prostitution.
Coleman is chairman of
the chemistry department at
the school in Logan County,
about 30 miles northeast of
Oklahoma City. The university would not comment on the
arrest.
·
The police report said that
Oklahoma City officer David
Hanes drove up fo a parked
vehicle and noticed two men
inside involved in an apparent sex act.
Coleman was with Keith
Contrell Garrett, 43, a transient who is named in a
felony warrant for escaping
from a penitentiary.
Garrett faces charges
including engaging in an act
of lewdness, possessing drug
paraphernalia and providing
false information. Coleman is
accused of engaging in an act
of lewdness, a misdemeanor.
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Students lobby bill in Colorado,
accused of using tax dollars
DENVER - A state lawmaker criticized the University of Colorado Wednesday
after biology students went to
· the Capitol in a bus chartered
attaxpayerexpensetolobby
for a bill on the former Rocky
Flats weapons plant.
"I encourage any citizen to
show up and testify on their
own behalf," said Rep. Mark
Cloer, R-Colorado Springs.
"My concern was using state
tax dollars to lobby."
The 20 students registered
as volunteer lobbyists and
went to the statehouse on
Monday. They testified
before the House Health and
Human Services Committee
in favor of House Bill 1389,
which would require that
signs be posted at Rocky Flats
1
warning of health risks.
Rocky Flats manufactured
plutonium
triggers
for
1 nuclear warheads. A cleanup
of the site was completed last
year and it will eventually be
converted to a national
wildlife refuge, with much of
it open to the public.
The bill's sponsor, Rep.
Wes McKinley, said the students were studying the
' effects of plutonium and were
exercising their constitutional right to talk to lawmakers. .
"They were so excited to
be a part of the process, a part
of a representative form of
government," McKinley, bWalsh, said in a speech on the
House floor.
""'
Biology professor Harvey
Nichols said university officials backed the use of the
bus. He said students had
offered to pay for the trip
after they learned of the complaint, but he refused to let
them.

California university to partner
with area hospitals for training

.

,

I
'
'

MERCED, Calif. - Officials from the University of
California, Merced, met with
community members to pitch
plans for a medical school at
the new campus.
The university said Tuesday it would partner with
Central Valley hospitals
rather than build its own
training hospital to get the
school started, said Chancellor Carol Tomlinson-Keasey.
The university began talking about adding a medical
school to the new campus
earlier this year.
Doctors and organizations
across the Valley have backed
the project because it would
help retain doctors in a region
that lags in the number of
physicians
p er
capita
statewide.
It would cost $100 million
to start the school and the
project will need approval
from the UC Office of the
President and the UC
Regents before it goes to the
state Legislature.
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$10,000
We are a roving couple
seeking a young
woman interested in
fertility donation to
help us start a family.

KAREL NAVARRO /ASSOCIATED PRESS •

Peruvian presidential candidate Ollanta Humala smiles to reporters in Lima, Peru on
Wednesday. Humala blasted President Alejandro Toledo for authorizing the trade deal.
FROM
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until Saturday to decide on
the company's contract rejection request, but that deadline
could be extended if the sides
approach an agreement. The
pilots have authorized their
union leader to call a strike
anytime after .M onday and
said they will walk off the job
if their contract is voided.
Delta says a strike would kill
the airline, which is operating
under bankruptcy protection.

Migrants rush to Arizona border
anticipating guest worker plan
NOGALES, Mexico-At a
shelter · overflowing with
migrants airing their blistered
feet, Francisco Ramirez ·
nursed muscles sore from
trekking through the Arizona
desert - a trip that failed
when his wife did not have
the strength to go on.
He said the couple would
rest for a few days, then try
again, a plan echoed by
. dozens reclining on rickety
bunk beds and carpets tossed
on the floor after risking violent bandits and the harsh
desert
in · unsuccessful
attempts to get into the United States.
The shelter's manager,
.Francisco Loureiro, said he
has not seen such a rush of ·
migrants since 1986, when the
United States allowed 2.6 million illegal residents to get
American citizenship.
This time, the draw is a bill
before the U.S. Senate that
could legalize some of the 11
million people now illegally
in the United States while
tightening border security.
Migrants are hurrying to
cross over in time to qualify
for a possible guest-worker
program - and before the
journey becomes harder.
South-central Arizona is ·
the busiest migrant-smuggling area, and detentions by
the U.S. Border Patrol there
are up more than 26 percent
this fiscal year - 105,803·
since Oct. 1, compared with
781024 for the same period a
year ago. Along the entire
border, arrests are up 9 percent.
Maria Valencia, a spokes-

woman for U.S. Customs and
Border Protection, said the
rise in detentions did not necessarily mean more people
were crossing. She attributed
at least some of the additional
detentions to an increase in
the number of Border Patrol
agents.

We.are optimally
looking for blonde
hair and blue eyes.

Ex-teacher arrested for violating
probation by contacting student
McMINNVILLE, Tenn. A former elementary school
teacher who spent six months
in jail for having sex with a 13year-old student was arrested
again, this time for violating
probation by apparently communicating with the victim.
Pamela Rogers, 28, was
arrested
Tuesday
and
released on $10,000 bond. A
judge ordered her to appear
at a July 12 hearing.
Last August,
Rogers
reached a plea deal to serve
nine months on an eight-year
sentence, allowing her ~o
avoid a trial on 28 charges of
sexual battery and statutory
rape. She was released from
jail in February for good
behavior. ·
• Under terms of the plea
deal, she was, among other
things, ordered not to contact
the victim or his family and
not to use the Internet.
Authorities said she violated probation by establishing a
Web site through the online
social
networking
hub
MySpace.com. The site features a blog that included
what authorities said was
communication
between
Rogers and the victim's 17year-old sister.
·
Rogers is also accused of
issuing a cryptic message to
the victim through the Web
site by addressing his basketball jersey number, saying he
was her hero and that she
would not fall in love again
for three years.
;
The Web site al~o features
several pictures of Rogers in a
bikini.
District Attorney General
Dale Potter said he will seek
to have Rogers return to
prison to serve the remaining
seven years of the original
prison term.

•

Please e-mail a picture and a little about yourself to:

rogandsteph 1@yahoo.com
so we may learn·a little about each other.

We G-an not' Thank you enoujh for
The jif1" xou share in jivinj u.s. a family.
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SCIENCE SPOTLIGHT
THOMAS HOEFER

Mars, even star clusters and
nebulas will be visible.
According to Fernandez,
It could have been a scene this event attracts dozens of
from a movie.
people over the course of
Young people going on
hours.
"But there is room for
multi-day trip, camping out
and watching the stars.
more," he said
Although it is less romantic
Fernandez, who was driven
than it sounds, members ofthe into astronomy after seeing
UCF Astronomical Society Halley's Comet in 1986, wants
·still have plenty of fun when to convey astronomy to
attending star parties through- majors other than physics.
out Central Florida.
"Since we live in a fairly
"These are large gatherings light-polluted metropolitan
of amateur astronomers held area, a lot of people don't necin sites that are much darker essarily know about all the
than what we're used to here things they can see in the sky,"
in Orlando," said Yan Fernan- he said "We try to get them to
dez, assistant professor of notice by showing them a little
.physics and adviser of the bit of how the cosmos works."
club.
This aligns with the clubs'
"The number of stars you goal to ''promote astronomy to
can see is really amazing," he anyone interested and give
said "It's great fun and a great some insight into what's really
learning experience, since you out there," as former society
get to interact with other president Ed Hebel put it.
enthusiast frqm around the .
Calling attention to both
state."
the club and science remains
Such get-togethers are only the main purpose of the Astroone part of the Astronomical nomical Society.
Society, which.has about 20
"This is a club that has
members. The most well- something for a wide range of
known event hosted by the students, since astronomy
club is the public viewing of encompasses diverse fields,
stars.
from engineering to art to
Every first a,nd third photography to biology," he
Wednesday of the month dur- said
ing the semester, everyone is
The only requirement for
invited to stop by at the Robin- joining the club is having a
son Observatory and use a 26- natural interest and curiosity
inch reflecting telescope to for astronomy. Other than
observe the beauty of t4e that, the membership is free.
galaxy. Once darkness has
For more information, conpived and the sky is some- tact cl'W president Chris May
what clear, Saturn, Jupiter, at maaayyybe@yahoo.com
Staff Writer
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The UCF Bookstore would like to congratulate
the ·2006-2007 Textbook Scholarship winners!
These students will receive .free required textbooks.for Fall 2006, Spring 2007, and Summer 2007.
The e~say contest entitled, "IfI were a book, my title would be... "
will be offered again Spring 2007 for the following academic school year.
.

Aaron Grossman
Andrea Coral
Anna Kowalczyk
Brittany Cooke
Bryan Chin
Christopher Mitchen
Emily Elling
Henrik Allanson

,,

.

Bookstore

Jewlana Smith
Jordan Rodriguez
Mandi Feld
Mary Coursey
Melissa Ferri
Michael Orr
Rachel Burns .

'

I

Your On -campus Store

4000 Central Florida Boulevard Orlando, Florida 32816 Phone (407) 823-2665wwwucfbkstore.com
Store Hours:~\.fonday-Thursday 8:00am-7:00pm Fr!tlay 8:00am-5:00pm Satl,frda'j' JO:OOam-2:00p~1

..
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The Gamekillers OBITUARIES April 2006
O)amt
Andre Massis

Eric Smith

Fernando Nieves

Hanwey Shieh

Jon Fox

Zack Danielson

Bharat Kumar

Chad Utsch

MASSIS Andre, SOo Paulo, BR

I

Was lured away from a pretty young

to make his girl raise an eyebrow

and indoor sunglasses. Drinks were

toward this game killing Redcoat.

bought for willing and unwill ing

This prompted Bharat to get riled by

recipients qlike with
·fortune,

by a beefy mesomorph, Early Man,

yellowing bad teeth and comparing

flaunted in the form

who tried

his abu·ndant

the merits of baseball over cr(cket.

high status plastic. Th is caused Jon

of the

The British Accent Guy smiled and

'to suddenly lose his cool and go on

picture. Zack did not keep his cool

opened his mouth only to offer

the defensive by opening a tab of his

and accused his young lady friend

small

of non-confrontational

own. On his debit card. After three

of fli.rting with the first guy who came .

banter, allowing his accent to seep

rounds , Jon's account was maxed.

along. His girl, no doubt disgusted

into the girl's brain like a piece of

Shortly after he was dropped off

by

bravado,

brilliant propaganda. In -the end,

alone would Jon learn the hard way

fled the scene when his far from

the Brit would invade on Bharat's

that a woman's affection should

attractive jealousy" escalated into

territory with ease,. taking the girl,

never be for sale, and that many a

Zack throwing a punch, which was

and leaving Bharat's game strewn

man has gone broke trying to prove

caught in

on the road as a piece of collateral

otherwise.

to use

Zack's

over-the-top

mid-air by something

that looked like a . hand, but felt

bits

re-gained consciousness, he was

SMITH Eric, Washington, DC

commonly known as "The Mayor of

home alone and unable to console

His g<;:ime came to · its demise in

No Women's"Land." While Andre

himself with his· dominant hand.

the most unlikely

l
l

co~tention with the

said female, Carl's relentless pursuit
some, was ultimately too much for

he

shamelessly

of an array of

of circumstances.

While engaging in two of his most
pleasurable pastimes: talking about
boats, with his other passion , a

I,

for all things that don't involve getting

which

dam9ge.

'Foos' by his good friend Carl-more

and pack into

his family's

colling out the guy's busted grill of

like a 20lb vice. By the time Zack

mode severa l attempts to ~tep away

beautiful girl who seemed genuinely
interested. They were even planning

the young Andre. He quickly found

I
II
I

himself sweating it ou t over the
air hockey table, from where he

to go out in his 15-foot dinghy, only
,

to hit

uns~en

rocks in the form 6f The

One Upper, the classic Gomekiller

UTSCH Chad, New Brunswick, NJ

would catch a glfrnpse of his young

who lives by the motto "Anything .

His game was faring nicely at the

beauty heading ol'.Jt the door with

you can do I can do better." Sure

local coffee. shop with a seemingly

another suitor. Andre's game will be

enough, The One Upper claimed

receptive latte drinker called Rita

remembered by many, just not her.

to not on ly know boats, but he a lso

. and he seemed well on his way to a

boasted of captaining his own 40-

little afternoon delight, that is until the

foot vessel . Eric tried to navigate to

corduroy-clad Gamekiller known as

the calmer waters of car talk but was

"IQ". entered picture. This pompous

and his go.me was hot enough to

run over again by The One Upper's

scholastic scavenger,

pose a fire hazard, that is 1,mtil his

I fri.end and cocoon of horror known

supposed vintage German roc;:idster.

luring men into heated debates on

The tension . quickly mounted, and

subjects of which they know nothing,

j as The Mess entered the picture

soon the two were. engaged in a

over-heard the conversation turning

ruth less game of one-upmanship. On

to art and pounced . Immediately he

and on they went, seeing what the

steered the dialogue into an area

other guy just said and raising him.

known as Out Of Chad's Depth

When the smoke cleared, Eric had

where

won the gloat-fest, but the girl was

increasing portions of intellectual

of lighti ng one's own farts. Sure,

nowhere to be found . No one likes

emasculation.

there's little more enticing than the

a braggart. Eric's . game was last

anyone with . a 20 point IQ deficit

SHIEH Hanwey, Los Angeles, CA
Hanwey was chatting up o Latin diva

..

at an apartment complex barbecue

i

I and

snatched Hanwey up like a

flash flood of distraction. Somewhat

1

·I

.I of a loose can non, The Mess
immediately engaged Hanwey in
I the age-old mal~ bond ing tradition
NIEVES Fernando, New York, NY

1
1

His game was alive and well on its
way to a ten digit exchange with ·

l
l

I
I

.

he

f<:mous · for

would dish
Chad

out ever

reacted

as

igni tion of one's own combustible

seen drifting away towards the vast

facing "IQ" would : the wrong way.

a hottie known as Britney, but was ·

1

human gasses, but much like riding

sea of loneliness in an undersized

No, the a_nswer to "When do you

suddenly bushwhacked by a Classic

.,:

an

boat.

feel Picasso peaked?" isn't to shove

Gamekiller, The Drama Queen. She

. look that cool doing it._ When the

the questioner in the chest. Rita was

ran into the scene, tears streami ng,

I

left to apolog ize emphatically for

1_.

r

wearing .expensive .Italian loafers

of

thing and into a heated game

.J

so all it took was a single "pardon"

was seeing had been surrounded

muscle to strong-arm him out

•j

Q)amr _lf(illrh

if(illrh

electric

scooter,

you

don't

laughter subs'ded Hanwey was left

~I.'

with nothing but a good laugh and

Chad's actions and asked if she

her ex from four years ago. "I, I, I

I

the fa int smell of o ld eggs, while his

cou ld make up for it in some way

just can't be a lone tonight, Brit." Still

i lady was snared by a new suitor.

Chad tried to recover, but it was too

and sobbed a story of hav_ing seen

I

I

!

late. He had lost his cool, and his

a retri eva ble situation.had Fernando
Man, talk about blowing it.
kept his cool. But he didn't. "Four .

game would retire home, where it

yea rs se~ms like a long time ago,"

j

would begin its own blue period.

he said in all innocence. By the

I

!i'
.

time The Drama Queen was done

0

II

flipping the s.cript, ·Fernando was re- j
cast in the role of "the villain" in front

of a crowd of horrified on-lookers .
No one hooks up with an. insensitlve
pig . . Rest in peace Fernan do,_ but

Obituaries can be created and sent

I

via email to friends at gamekillers.com

I
I

FOX Jon, London, UK
Jon's game, beloved to many a
cheerleader and facilitator

!·,
.

ll

1

you sleep a lone .

me nage

of the .

of 2 003, was fairing

well at a Gold Coast· club with a
I

DANIELSON Zack, Atlanta, GA

delightful pair of sisters . That· is

' It was early in the evening yesterday

KUMAR Bharat, Jacksonville,

Fl

· until the p layboy predator and full

when Zack's game left us, and while

.After kicking his game to a .leggy

it .didn't go without a fight, Zack

redhead a t a dorm mixer, · Bharat

did have his arse unceremoniously

was interrupted by Trevor, a.k.a.

' well-endowed socia lite famous for

handed to him . Upon returning from

· British Accent Guy. · Women are

trashing 5-star hotel rooms, Ka sh

the'bathroom, Zack found the girl he

1

drawn to men with Britis.

accents,

time Ga mekiller simp ly known as

I

Kash Munni entered the picture. A

Keep Your Cool. Axe Dry.

had trave led in fr'?m o il rich lands
C2006 UNILEVER

Students ·gamble for a good cause
Sigina Phi Epsilon will hold first Mario Jenkins Casino Night fundraiser Friday
KRISTYN SIMMONS
Contributing Writer

When Matt Frenz decided
he wanted to hold a casino
night for his fraternity, he
asked the police department to
help him find a charity to
donate the proceeds to.
As _ ·a result, Sigma Phi
Epsilon will be hosting its first
Mario Jenkins Casino Night
fundraiser this Friday at 6 p.m.
''We at Sig Ep love to be contributing members of the UCF
community and do whatever
we can to uplift the students as
well as the faculty and obviously the police force," Frenz
said.
Titls semi-formal event will
be at the Sigma Phi Epsilon
house on Greek Court. The
purpose is to raise money for
the Mario Jenkins Memorial
Trust Fund. The fund was created to help lessen the cost for

Jenkins's family members and
co-workers to travel to officer
memorial services in Tallahassee and Washington D.C. next
month.
Frenz has spent the past
three months coordinating the
events with the help of his fraternity brothers, but many
police officers helped as well.
Everyone involved has put in
effort to make sure the event
will be as big and profitable as
possible. Because they handed
out flyers on campus and sent
out invitations to people
around the community, they
expect a huge turnout.
"The goal is to collect
$20,000," Sgt. Troy Williamson
said.
Donations for the cause will
be taken at the door. Although
participation in gambling is not
mandatory, each guest will
receive· a specific amount of
play money in relation to how

much they donate. Those who
cannot offer a donation will
still be given $1,000 in play
money for the night.
Texas holdem, blackjack,
roulette, casino war, craps and
flip-a-coin tables will be set up
for the players. Being a semiformal event, all guests are
required to dress appropriately. For extra entertainment
options, there will be a buffet
and a live band playing outside.
As well as time put into
coordination,
the
police
department has contributed its
support by participating in the
night;s event. Donations will be
taken during an auction where
the highest bidder will win the
chance to assist in tazing one of
UCF's police officers.
"Both on-duty and off-duty
officers will be there, having a
good time and keeping their
eyes out for any problems," the
coordinator for the police force

committee working on the
event, Kelly deArmas, said.
There will be no alcohol at
the event, and Gambler'sAnonymous flyers will be
available for people who feel
they may have a problem.
"We do understand that
gambling is a problem just like ·
any other," Frenz said.
The donations made will
help cover Jenkins' family
members and cO:workers' travel expenses for a Tallahassee
memorial service on· May 8.
Also, they will be traveling to
the National Police Week celebrated in Washington D.C. May
14-20. May 15 was declared as
National
Peace
Officers
Memorial Day by John F.
Kennedy in 1962.
Contributions for the trips
can also be made to the Memorial Travel Fund at the UCF
Credit Union by those who are
unable to attend.

Faculty Senate calls part of idea 'fe~sible'
Affairs Office are studying the said in an e-mail. "They most
pros and cons of the having certainly play a role in the
Students often use non- students fill out the evaluations teaching component of the facUCF aff"iliated Web sites such online. "The general sentiment ulty's portfolio for tenure,
as
RateMyProfessors.com. (in Faculty Senate) was that which also contains research .
However, Zimmerman argues - this is a feasible option if the and service components."
The data is important to the
that an official Web site would logistics of the forms and secube more practical and useful
rity can be worked out," university, but the method
"The thing with Rate- Chopra said in an e-mail about used to collect the data costs
thousands. UCF spends about
MyProfessors that bugs me is filling the forms out online.
that it's unreliable," he said.
Zimmerman said the next $56,000 per year on th~ paper"People who don't take that steps toward making the pro- based system.
The SGA resolution said
class or never had that profes- gram a reality would be to
sor can go in and write some- schedule a meeting with UCF that allowing students to fill
thing about a professor they've President John Hitt and to out the surveys online would
save the univer- .
never taken It's not a good sys- present it to the
sitymoney.
tem."
board
of
These unaff"iliated Web sites trustees.
Chopra
agreed. "I feel'
often provide information
''Ultimately
about professors in the form of it's either going
that we will
written comments. The pro- · to be up to the
eventually
·migrate to this
posed UCF online database president', the
would be more like a rating board
approach since
of
system, and would not contain trustees, or the
the sheer size of
written comments. "It's a num- provost's office,"
the paper-based
ber, it's not like what you are he said. ''.Any one .
approach
is
writing down on RateMyPro- of those can
fessors," said Brian Peterson, make that decivice chair of SGA'.s Govern- sion"
- MANOJ CHOPRA
said. "The online
mental Affairs Committee. "It's
The surveys
CHAIR OF FACULTY SENATE
approach
not a like a quote about each are used interappears to be
one, it's a numerical value."
nally by the colworking well at
The logistics of such a sys- leges to evaluate professors.
some other institutions."
SGA Senate added amendtem have not been ironed out,
SGA Sen Ravi Todi is purbut Zimmerman said that the suing his Ph.D. in electrical ments to the resolution to
database is an attainable goal.
engineering and has also ensure anonymity to students
"The best strategy to deal taught classes. He sees the taking the survey online.
with the day-to-day logistics of · issue from both sides, but said
Some senators expressed
this is to sit down with the that, as a student, he supports concern over whether students
administration and just talk making the survey results would be as likely to take the
surveys if they were online
with them, with the genuine viewable online. .
concern of how are we going to
He also said that for the pro- instead of in class. There was
make this work," he said. "Say- fessors who have yet to receive discussion over whether the
ing to them that alright, we tenure, these evaluations are survey should remain optional
want this, we know you can used to eyaluate their perform- or if it should be mandatory.
make this happen, let's find the ance. "My contract is based However, the resolution did
middle ground and keep this a somewhat on my evaluation," not contain anything specifying whether the online surveys
he said.
functioning program."
Zimmerman
recently
"The student evaluation of should be mandatory.
helped present the idea to Fac- teaching surveys are used as a
"People say if we make stumajor instrument for assessing dents do this online they'll rush
ulty Senate.
Chair of Faculty Senate the teaching performance of all through it, but when students
Manoj Chopra said that the faculty in their annual per- do it in class they may rush
Faculty Senate and Academic formance evaluations," Chopra through it too," SGA Sen JereFROM

A1

''The online
approach
appears to be
working well at
some other
institutions."
~:~:~~:. c~~

my Mares said..
Zimmerman said that he has
been in contact with offieials
from several other universities
jhat use an online system of
filling out the surveys and that
those schools did not see a
large drop in participation
when they switched to online
surveys. He supported keeping
the survey voluntary.
"People are happy to tell
you about their professors
most of the time, either they're
angry or.they love him," Peterson said. "Most people are
happy to take them."
However, there are concerns that allowing the stu- .
dents to voluntarily take the
stirveys online could lead to
skewed data, where more moderate voices are not heard.
"The major concern was the
inherent bias that may be built
into such assessments - for
example only those with
strong feelings (either positive
or negative) about the instructor may chose to complete
these online,'' Chopra wrote in
an e-mail.
This b,ias could skew the
data and present an inaccurate
picture to students who use the
reviews to help them decide
what professors to take.
Some students like the idea
of filling out the surveys online.
"Honestly, it would be a lot
easier because I could do it on
my own time," said political
science student Matt McGuire.
He also said that he uses RateMyProfessors.com but would
also find the UCF database
useful. ·~ third opinion is
always good,'' he said.
However, he said that he
doubts students would be as
likely. to fill out the surveys
online if they remain voluntary.
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Hip hop group on BET show tonight
Wmnin:g performance will air on Revamped at 8; viewing party 'at Wackadoo's
ASHLEY GREEN
Senior StaffWriter

UCF's hip hop performance
group, RUKUS, will be featured on the BET show
Revamped at 8 tonight.
There will be a viewing
party at Wackadoo's hosted by
RUKUS.
The road ·to victory for
RUKUS was filled with unexpected twists and turns, but
the team pulled together and
came out on top.
About a year ago, the group
sent an e-mail to BET expressing interest in competing in the
event, which is part of the station's Spring Bling event series.
Recently, they were asked to
send in a one-minute sample.
After sending in the entry,
RUKUS learned they qualified
to travel to Miami to audition
for a· spot on the BET show
Revamped along with 24 other
teams.
The show is a dance competition that gives performers a
chance to dance to popular
music videos.
,
This year, it was hosted by
Julissa from the show 106 &
Park and R&B artist Trey
Songz.
RUKUS received the good
news during an inconvenient
time - Spring Break. Everyone was in different cities.
"Cell , phones were constantly ringing throughout the
break to ensure everyone on

the team was aware of the
work and cost of the trip to
Miami," said Ashlee Clay, vice
president of RUKUS.
Once everything was confirmed, the team received
unexpected news. The 26member team would only be
allowed a maximum of 12
dancers at the audition. Clay
said choosing the 12 dancers
was the most important and
difficult decision that the
team's artistic director, Nakia
Hunter, would have to make.
Once Hunter reached her
decision the team was as follows: Hunter, team president;
Michelle Vega, choreographer;
Donaldson Joseph, team captain; Danielle Ruguerri;Chadet
Aleem; Clyde Mathes; music
technician Ishmael Davis; EJ
Ganuelas; historian Lindsey
Griffiths; Ryan Kennedy and
Mareeka Lodge.
The team had three days to
get its routine together, Clay
said. Each night consisted of
four to five hour practices that
ended at 1 am. or 2 am. in the
morning.
"The biggest challenge was
that we only had One minute,"
Hunter said. "Most of our performances are between five
and seven minutes."
Hunter said they put all of
their "best stuff'' from a variety
of routines into one 60-second
performance.
In Miami, the team stayed
calm and got ready for its audi-

tion.
they headed back to the hotel
"Many of the teams began for a poolside practice that
to battle one another,'' Clay lasted until 3 am. A few hours
said. "There were breakers, later, while waiting for its turn
pop lockers, krumpers, pretty to perform, the team was backmuch everything you could stage being interviewed by
think of. But while they were Access Granted, another BET
all battling and wasting their show.
energy we decided to play it
They were also invited by
smart and just watch to con- the director of "Wild Out
serve ours. We were not intim- Wednesdays" to make an
idated, but we were more fasci- appearance on the BET show
nated with their · extreme 106&Park.
talents."
• After its performance,
When performance time RUKUS was crowned the wincame, the team impressed the ner.
judges so much· that it was
"We all jumped for joy as
invited
back
for
the .we were picked,'' Clay said .
"revamped" round as <:>ne of
Each team member won an
only two finalists. The other iPod and a gift certificate to be
team was Allusions from Ohio. us~d at a variety of athletic
In the revamped round, shoe stores.
each team was given a popular
"I was really, really proµd of
music video and told to remix the way the team took to the
the dance moves in it.
whole experience," Hunter
RUKUS was given the task said. "It was a tough 48 hours.
of revamping the music video We got about three hours of
"Temperature" by d;mce-hall sleep each night and probably •
reggae artist Sean Paul.
only had one good meal while
"We were really excited at we were there."
first,'' Hunter said ''We'd done
Since their appearance on
a Sean Paul routine before and Revamped, Hunter and Vega
thought we had gotten the best · have been in contact with the
of the two. But after listening to director of ''Wild Out Wednesthe song again, we got a reality days" on 106 & Park, and the
check."
team is scheduled to compete
She said they came into the on the show on May 31.
competition with a high-ener"The winner is chosen by
gy performance, but this song internet votes, so we would
was slower ahd they had to lov.e for UCF to support us on
make adjustments.
this one," Clay said.
Once RUKUS finished
Rukus is currently raising
revamping its assigned video, funds for that trip.

Students interested in possible changes
FROM A6

McGuire suggested putting the
surveys on MyUCF and requiring students to fill them out
before they can register for
classes.
Computer science senior
Cory Johns shared that concern. "I think if they were voluntary and only online that a
lot fewer people would fill
them out,'' he said "At the very

least they should recommend
it in class."
He said that he often uses
RateMyProfessor.com and that
he finds the comments on the
Web site helpful and would like
to see student comments on
the MyUCF reviews as well.
B:e supported the idea of filling
out the surveys online. "They'd
be more convenient, because if
you miss the class where they
hand out the surveys you don't

get to fill one out."
Elementary education senior Arissa Pacheco said that
she appreciates the chance to
evaluate her professors. "I
think they're really helpful,"
she said about the surveys.
"There's no other way to give
them feedback without telling
them who you are.'' However,
she also said that she thinks
the surveys should be mandatory if they are given online

because she said that students
might be less likely to do them.
Zimmerman and Peterson
said that eventually they
would like to see a database
where students could view a
range of reviews of professors
over different semesters,
instead of just seeing the
reviews from the last semester. However, they said that is
something to work toward in
the future.
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Smaller venue will allow for local bands, movie nights
FROM Al

to be a sports bar. You're going
to see comedians; a lot more
local bands are going to be
there. There's no facility on
campus where we can get local
bands.'' She added that a lot of
programming will also take
place during the day, in addition to the events that CAB
already produces at night.
According to CAB Director
of the Backstage Diner Natalie
Zfat, construction on the Diner
was supposed to have been
completed at the end of Fall
2005. Falco attributed the
delay to changes made to the
otjginal plans.
"That project had a lot of

bumps in the road," Falco said. one get involved like that."
been broadcasting there ever
"Partway through, the decision
Luther works with CAB and since. Perry said that groups
was made to turn it into a full the Student Government such as Elements has also
restaurant.'' Falco said that Association to coordinate approached CAB.
decision set the project back events in the diner. He and Zfat
"A lot of clubs and organizaby nearly a year.
said that, in the future, the tions really want to get in
Today, Zfat said the kitchen Diner will be home to movie · there,'' she said.
The completion of the
is the only thing left to be fin- .nights, open mic nights and
. ished, but that the diner is local rock shows, among other Diner will create many new
already open for business. On events.
opportunities for student pro. April 19, CAB will host its first
"A lot of the bookings will gramming.
Amateur Comedy Knight in be made through CAB and the
"I think the students' reacthe Diner at 8.
Office of Student Involve- tion is going to be really good
"We're really looking for- ment," Luther said ''We'd love I think it's going to be a really
ward to seeing the building get to see seven days of events."
nice concept (or CAB," Falco
in full swing," Assistant DirecPerry also said some organ- said
tor of the Student Union Ed izations have already gotten
Student
organizations
Luther said. "We've had a lot of attached to the Diner. Most wishing to host an event at the
students involved in the differ- prominently is Knightcast, diner should contact Natalie
ent agencies, just giving their who moved its station to the Zfat. She can be reached at
input. It's great seeing every- Diner last semester and has natalie.zfat@gmail.com
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Diners become detectives
at Murder Mystery c1inner
BARTZINO
Staff Writer

Murder's afoot once again
for the Campus Activities
Board's Special Events Committee, which will be putting on
its second annual Murder Mystery Dinner Theater at 8 p.m.
Friday in the Student Union
Pegasus .Ballroom.
· The murder mystery t~es
place in Hawaii and revolves
around the motives of several
characters and their connections to a local resort hotel
There is the story of Stella
and her ex-husband, Harold.
Harold currently holds the
deed to the hotel but has let it
fall into
on accol.int of
his alcoholism. Stella wants to
take over the hotel in the hopes
of making an enormous profit.
However, lounge singer and
possibly delusional Donny
Woo claims that the hotel is
built over the remains of an
ancient burial ground belonging to his family. As the story
unfolds, Stella, Harold and
Donny meet, among others,
Voodoo priestess Abigail and
private inspector Cornelius
Cuddlebutts, who each have
their own plans for the hotel.
The action culminates in the
murder of Stella, and it
becomes the audience's job to
figure out the identity of the
killer.
Director of the murder mystery, Sabrina Glass, compared
the plot of the mystery to a soap
opera. This is Glass's second

disarray

ing.
On one occasion, Rachel
Odom, who plays the role of
Stella, practiced a death scene
in the middle of Wackadoos.
Odom, a micro and molecular
Tickets, however, are not biology
major in her second
year,
has
theater experience
• UCF students are free.
from high school and was in last
year's production. She said that,
·Students must register prior to
while schoolwork takes up a lot
the show at the Office of
of her time, the murder mystery
Student Involvement, Student
has given her a chance to conUnion Room 208.
tinue her theatrical interests.·
"Sometimes the need to perform just calls to yoU:' she said.
·Show is at 8 p.m.in the Pegasus
"It's a really good opportunity
Ballroom.
to get back to my theatrical
roots."
• For more information, e-mail
Odom said she was chalSabrina Glass at
lenged by her character this
forest536@yahoo.com with the
year.
"I've never been a mean ·
subject line "Murder Mystery."
character
before,"
she
explained. "I've never been sinister."
year as director.
· The cast spent two months
Another veteran from last
sophomore
Chris
working on th,e show. Because year,
the production relies heavily on Paluszek, plays the role of priimprovisation, Glass said vate inspector Cornelius Cud:..
preparing for the show was dif- dlebutts. He said the biggest
ferent from rehearsing for a tra- challenge he faced was trying to
fmd a voice, but .the script
ditional play.
"We don't really block any- allows for a lot of creativity.
"We're modifying it and
thing;' she said. "It really comes
together the day of [the show]. making it our own;' he said.
The show is free to UCF stuThe same thing happened last
year. It's a little bit of a learning dents, but they must register
curve for everyone."
·
prior to the event at the Office
This year's cast is composed of Student Involvement, Stuof a variety of returning and . dent Union Room 208.
For more information, enew actors. They played a variety of improvisation games to mail Sabrina Glass at forget niore comfortable with the rest536@yahoo.com with the
characters they were portray- subject line "Murder Mystery."

The show's
a mystery

Taste of Oviedo offers food,
music, art, business displays
UCF students took advantage of the free round-trip shuttle
ALANA SIMMONS
contributing Writer

Children, fa'muies and students battled the spring heat
~aturday afternoon to experience the 12th annual Taste of
Oviedo Festival.
This street festival, held on
Alexandria Boulevard, hosted
~ entire day of food, art,
music, activities for kids, business displays and shopping.
Admission to Taste of
Oviedo was $2 and free for
~dren3andunder.Foodven-

dors from all over town sold
samples of their cuisine. Vendors included Hot Dog Heaven, RJ Gators, Cafe Laura, Cigi's
Pizza, Coldstone Creamery,
Latin American Delites and
Toucan Willies. Publix offered
fresh-cut fruit and meat, while
Duda offered sweet corn.
UCF junior Carly Hambsch
sampled some free baked
pineapple from Cafe Laura and
fried gator from RJ Gators.
"I have eaten so much today
and found some new restaurants that I didn't even know
were around here;• she said.
"My friends took the shuttle,
and we have been here almost
all day."
A free shuttle at the Oviedo
Marketplace offered round
trips to and from the festival
during the day.
According to the Greater
Oviedo Chamber of Com-

merce, more than 20,000 people attended the event Saturday. ·.
The crowd was smaller
than. it had been in previous
years, and vendors felt the the
lack of attendance.
"This is my second year at
Taste of Oviedo, and business
is definitely a lot slower this
year," said homemade jewelry
·ven~or Ingrid Swailes.
Swailes spent the afternoon
selling her mothers' artistic
products to the public.
Kid's Taste is an area that
the festival offers just for children. This year, the activities
stressed healthy eating and
awareness of childhood obesity.
"Childhood obesity is an
epidemic that Americans are
facirig, and one that can easily
be solved with awareness and
better nutrition," Swailes said.
Spinal evaluations, fingerprinting, physical assessments
and helpful tips were available
. to children's parents.
Entertainment for adults
was another mainstay of the
festival this year.
The main stage off of
Alexandria Boulevard was
packed during the day with
three performances from local
artists. Jacqueline Jones, Johnny Bulford and Raiford Starke's
different talents were :peard
throughout the afternoon.
Student Chris Wickstrom

was visiting friends from Fort
Myers and stopped to listen to
Johnny Bulford.
"I really like his laidback
style, he said. "You usually
don't see anyone worth listening to or with real talent at
these kinds . of things, but I
enjoyed the set he played."
Everyone who attended the
festival on Saturday was likely
hassled and eventually convinced to taste someone's
"famous" chili.
The No Rules Chili CookOff, hosted by the Society of
Professional Firefighters, is a
mainstay of Taste of Oviedo.
Contestants paid a $25 fee and
creatively decorated their
booths to a theme. The winners were chosen by attendees
at the festival who placed a
quart~r donation in the booth
of their favorite. Tasting took
place from 3 to S p.m., and the
competition was brutal
"I have had five cups of chili,
and I'm not even close to the
end of the street," said participant Carly Hambsch. "These
guys will not leave you alone!:'
Other cooking contests
inciuded the Citrus and Celery
Cook-Off, sponsored by the
Citizens Band of Oviedo. "Citrus and celery are the chosen
ingredients because they represent Oviedo's agricultural
heritage," said Laura at the
Greater Oviedo Chamber of
Commerce.
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C"!'IJ.ratufations
qt!fha Xi 'lJefta
on an amazina year!
·1st Place Lambda Chi Alpha's Support a Battalion

·3rd Place Overall UCF Homecoming

•1st Place Recruitment Philanthropy 2005

•TKE Fraternity Sweetheart Nicole Trueba

·1st Place in Alpha Delta Pi's Cheers for Charity

•2nd Place Volreyball lntramurals

·1st Place in Pi Kappa Phi's Sorority Smackdown

•2nd Place Overall in Delta Upsilon Lip service

•1st Place in Delta Gamma's Anchor Splash

·3rd Place Soccer lntramurals

•3rd Place in Lambda Chi Alpha's Watermelon Bust

·1st Place Team in Knightwalk

·3rd Place in Pi Kappa Phi's Princess Competition

·1st Place in Alpha Epsilon Phi's Bowlanthropy

•1st Place in Beta Theta Pi's UCF Idol and Most Talented ·1st Place Overall Greek Week
·1st Place in MS Walk Greek Challenge

·3rd Place Overall in Phi Delta Theta's Dodgeball Derby

·Kappa Sigma Starduster Heather Peeples
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Lack of screening

-c;!f7fliyUCF
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If

dishonest tactic
T

hey call them "courtesy
screenings." Some studios decide to screen
their films for critics the night
before they open, sometimes as .
late as 10 p.m. and as far as
AMC Pleasure Island 24 at
Downtown Disney. They do
this so they can claim critics
saw them, although the critics
would be unable to run timely
reviews, if they even bothered
to attend
Then again, such screenings
·are courteous, indeed; as most
stu:dios are becoming increasingly wary of showing their
weaker films to the press and
opt to skip screenings entirely.
As of next Friday, April 21,
roughly one-third of 2006's
wide releases will have been
either given courtesy screenings or not screened at all; this
amounts to 15 titles as opposed
to a mere four at the same time
fust year.
· Given the trend's recent
increase, the exclusion of
screenings is now becoming
rightfully synonymous with a
likely dud in terms of quality.
This only demonstrates Hollywood's acceptance that critical
response does indeed influence
a film's performance. In a
recent fiasco, local critics
attended a screening of The
Benchwarmers.
It turned out that critics
were not exactly supposed to
attend: The critics were never
actually uninvited, although the
notice took effect nearly everywhere else throughout the
country.
Roger Moore of the Orlando
Sentinel completed his review
and placed it on the Sentinel's
wire service to share with other
newspapers, and these papers

started calling Sony to confirm
that they may use the review.
Sony realized what had happened and began denouncing
the piece as "bogus,'' claiming
that Moore may have disguised
himself to get in.
His dilemma gradually made
its way across the country, coinciding with an Associated Press
piece that ran the week before,
addressing the recent rise fu
unscreened films and hopefully
illuminating the issue to the
moviegoing public.
Seeing as how critics are
· being disregard~d to a lamentable degree, it has now fallen to
them to increase public awaren,ess of such pathetic tactics
each time it takes place, in an
effort to prevent moviegoers
from being duped at the box
office into spending their time
and money on lackluster fare.
"The studios know their
movies suck, and they've also .
learned that, if they open a
crappy but well-hyped movie·
without reviews, they can make
· some cash on opening weekend
before negative word-of-mouth
spreads,'' Eric D. Snider, West
Coast editor for Hollywood
Bitchslap and its sister site,
eFilmCritic, said. "It's an open
secret that 'no screening' means
'this mqvie is terrible,' but
unfortunately, the average
moviegoer either.doesn't know
that or doesn't care, ·and the
studios are taking advantage of
that fact."
Then there's the concept of
critic-prbof movies, guaranteed
moneymakers likely to withstand even the harshest of
reviews, such as #1 openers
Underworld: Evolution, When A
Stranger Calls, and Big
Momma's House 2. On Rotten

Tomatoes, a site that conveniently compiles and reflects
the overall reaction of reviews,
these films have 15 percent, 10
percent, and 6 percent, respectively.
"The studios, mainly Sony,
believe that as far as 'criticproof' movies go (ie. PG-13
horror flicks), the reviewers can
only hurt them, but I completely disagree,'' says Scott Weinberg, managing editor for Hollywood Bitchslap. ·~yway, I
don't know of any 14-year-olds
who'll say 'On second thought,
the local critic hated The Benchwarmers, so let's go see 7Sotsi
instead."'
When such films come
along, it almost seems futile to
crank out scathing review
when John Q. Public is going to
go ahead and see Larry the
Cable Guy: Health Inspector,
despite any alert that says you
will not laugh for the next 90
minutes.
·
However, the attempts to
reach Mr. Public aren't nearly
as vain as studios may hope.
According to Ryan, "Critics definitely matter, and they definitely have their say. It's obvious that they matter if the
studios are afraid of what they
think."
This is where it comes down
to the general moviegoer. No
critic wants to dictate what you
see, but rather offer insight into
selecting the best possible
movie for your time and money.
As such, the next time Sony
or Fox decides that a film isn't
worth critics' time, then
chances are that it isn't worth
your time either. Out of sight
shouldn't mean out of mind.
After all, only you can prevent
sequels.

a

UJ?iversity students
worthy of tax breaks
on books for classes.

book in hopes of scrimping through class without it, or should they take an extra 10 hours of
work a week? Both options would impact their
grades, but which is the lesser evil?
Hopefully, the legislature will pass this bill
and make things just a little bit easier.

It's the same every year. Students line up at
bookstores across the country, be they independent or university-run, stack four or five
tomes on the counter and fork over a few hundred dollars.
Last fall, the average full-time student attending a four-year college spent almost $350 on '
textbooks, a survey by the marketing firm Student Monitor found. Now, to the relief of cashstrapped students across the state, Florida legislators are proposing a bill that would drop the
sales tax on textbooks.
If the bill (HIS, Sl554) passes, students would
be required to prove they were taking classes
that required or recommended the books. The
sales-tax break may only apply at college bookstore or stores that do a large amount of textbook business.
State analysts say college students could save
as much as $46 a year. Granted, this is no fortune, but, considering the effort would cost the
state millions a year, college students should be
grateful.
Tax breaks for educational supplies are not a
new concept. In 2005, 11 states had tax-fn:~e
weeks before the beginning of classes where
supplies were exempt from taxes. From July 2331 last year, books, clothing and shoes with a sale
price of less that $50 and school supplies with a
sale price of le.s s than $10 were tax-free. This
he~ps out parents of younger.sttidents, but it
doesn't do much to ease the textbook burden
that college students and their parents face.
After all, when was the last time a college text
went for under $50?
Textbooks cause many students to struggle
financially and academically each semester as
students are forced to prioritize needs.
Should they put off buying that $105 French

Longing for the days
when a president's
words were strong
Once upon a time, in an ideology known as
Camelot, President John F. Kennedy captivated ·
the American public with immortal phrases like,
''.Ask not what your country can do for you; but
what you can do for your country'' and "Forgive
your enemies, but never forget their·names."
Before Kennedy, Franklin Roosevelt kept the
American public strong in the face of war by
declaring,."The only thing we have to fear is fear
itself." Theodore Roosevelt's favorite proverb
has been attributed to his legacy, as he reminded
the nation, to "speak softly and carry a big stick."
Even as far back as George Washington's declaration of his inability to tell a lie or Abraham
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, American presidents once possessed the respect of the nation
and were remembered for their stron& leadership and stronger words. Even with modem discoveries of colonial presidents owning slaves or
Kennedy committing adultery, these presidents
are still remembered for their passionate words.
Still, one question remains: where did it all go
wrong?
When did the leader of the Free World
become a position that could be filled by people
with little ability to even structure proper sentences? At what point did the American public
start electing officials who try to undermine the
public by speaking over everyone's head?
Most likely, the change in publ'ic perception

READER VIEWS

Capitalist view skewed
in regards to immigration

OUR STANCE ON A11

out of the public infrastructures of America
and handed it to 'r uthless corporations. Mr. ·
Conte needs to realize that he has been
inundated with nothing but rank propaganda, which has unfortunately been all too
successful in accomplishing its goal.

This Tetter is in response to Andrew
Conte's letter in the previous issue regarding illegal immigration.
- ZACHARY ENGLISH
I'd like to point out to Mr. Conte that he
is adopting the exact point of view that the
businessmen who run this country planned
for him to adopt. That's why you see the
exact same opinions in every newspaper,
h~te
television and radio show across the counBuilding
a
wall
to
halt
illegal
immigration
try. His argument is, however, complete
is a medieval solution that would become a
nonsense.
hated symbol of oppression, and, in the long
Medical costs are not rising because of
run, it would not work.
illegal immigrants; they're rising because
America cannot wall itself off from the
pharmaceutical companies and greedy docworld's problems. Law~ and trade policies·
tors want more profits. Immigrants are not
draining our tax dollars by means of welfare that have promoted the mobility of capital
while restricting the mobility of labor have - .
allocations; the Pentagon and high-tech
made this nation a leading source of those
companies are draining our tax dollars and
problems.
Punitive measures directed
building bombs with them.
·
against
immigrants
will only exacerbate this
Compared to military spending, social
welfare makes up a miniscule proportion of inherent contradiction.
There are two basic resolutions. First, the.
the national budget. And while it may be
U.S.
boot must be taken off the throat of the ..:
true tharimmigrants are taking more and
lesser-dev~loped nations so the resources of
more of the low-paying, hard-labor jobs out
those countries can be deployed for the
there, I'd like to ask Mr. Conte why he
benefit
of their own populations and people
blames these immigrants instead of blaming
will not be forced to leave their homes to
the executives of these companies themselves, who are the ones fixing the wages so find work.
Second, wages and working conditions in .
low.
the U.S. must be improved to safeguard
The Mexican working for five dollars an
human dignity and maintain the quality of hour is in the exact same position you feel
·
•
your white peers are in, Mr. Conte; he strug- life for all.
gles to make ends meet and worries about
-JAYD.JURlt
health-care costs and high rents. What
makes you feel you deserve more than he
does just because you happened to be lucky
· enough to be born on American soil and to
have white skin?
I read the editorials but have never been ,.. .
The finger of blame should instead be
pointed at the capitalist system that renders moved enough to actually write until read- ·
ing Andrew Conte's lament on the immiCentral and South America such poor hellgrant issue. Thank you for standing up and
holes that their inhabitants are forced to
illegally emigrate. It should be pointed at a
Bush administration that has sucked money
PLEASE SEE READER VIEWS ON A11

Border wall construction
would symbolize

..

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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'Do aitics affect your
decision to see a movie?'

"No, because Idon't know that person,
and unless you knew them it's hard to ·
•understand their point of view."·

Digital media

"Not generally, Iguess enough good
or bad review could influence me."

Psychology
~'No because Idon't read them inthe
first place."

The Centml Florida Pu/UJ'e is a free independent Clltlpus newspaper semng die UniYer.iity of Central Aorida Opinions in the Future are those of theindMdual oolumnlst and not nere<;arily those
of the editorial stall or the University Admlnlstralion. All content Is ~roperty of the Ce11tmlFlorida Ptth1m and may not be reprinted in part or in \\llole "ithout pennission from the publisher.
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Pushing for reform offers
illegal aliens more rights ,

Biology
PLEASE SEE

THIS CLASS IS FULL~
DESPITE THE GROWING
STUDENT BODY, UCF HAS
REFUSED TO ADD MORE
CLASSES FOR OUR OWN
CONIJENIENCE. TRY TO .
GRADUATE NOW, SUCKER. f"

KATE WHITE

KELLE LYONS

Advertising & public relations

Hospitality management

LEON MCINTYRE
Philosophy

"No, because critics are too negative. I
trust my ~nds' opinions more than
someone Idon't know."

"Yes, because they've already seen the
movie and Ifind $at Iusually agree
with their viewpoints."

"Somewhat, yeah. I use them as a
starting poi~ to give me an opinion1lr
idea of what Ishould be watching."

..

r)
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saying what we are all thinking.
It goes without mentioning that some might
label Mr. Conte as being insensitive to diversity and even intolerant to different cultures but
he is right. Why is the majority catering so
much to the minority?
His example he used in his letter is true. If
we, as Americans, went to Peru for vacation.
we cannot expect to have the signs and billboards translated in English under the native
language for our convenience, nor if we ate at
a restaurant in Venezuela and did not know
the language or at least try to learn some of it,
we would be going hungry, for I doubt there
would be an English-speaking server that
could oblige us.
Campaigning for immigration reform in
their favor is granting those who have illegally
entered the nation more rights than we as
Americans have. Diversity is great and is what
makes America the famous melting pot, but
must we, in the name of political correctness,
ensure that the pursuit of happiness is entitled
to those who are obtaining it illegally? I do not
want to press one for English, and I'm not
afraid to be American.
-JAVON FLOWERS

" Critic argues claim of best
can1pus uolice department

On Feb. 18, Z006, the Orlaii.do Sentinel quoted UCF Police Director [Richard] 'Turkiewicz
as saying, 'We are the best campus lawenforcement agency in the country and one of
• the best in the State of Florida. There's no ifs,
ands, or buts about .it."
In Sept. 2004, UCF police officer Eric
Morales arrested a graduate student for violat!" ing a restraining order when he sent a courtmandated copy of a petition to the plaintiff to
dissolve the restraining order against him
• when she ignored the court's orders to leave
him alone.
An Orange County Judge termed the arrest,
evidence, etc. as a "bunch of overblown
~ baloney" and the state attorney's worksheets
noted that "there was no evidence of criminal
activity," that "the evidence was not credible,"
that "ulterior motives were suspected," that
"there were conflicting witness statements,''
and that "non-hostile contact was allowed on
campus" by the restraining order, which
apparently Morales did not read.
The facts are: (1) Petitioning the coUrt is a
right defined by Florida Civil Code; (2)
Orange County Court mandates that a copy of
~ any petition be sent to the second party; (3) By
law, a restraining order is not a license to
arrest; alleged violations should be submitted
to the issuing judge for further instructions;

(4) Furthermore, the plaintiff had already complained to the judge that sending a copy of a
petition to her violated the restraining order.
It was turned down - this was all in the
court records, a copy of which was on file at
the UCF police station. Lack of space prevents listing more e:Xamples of Morales' negligence, all of which cost the family $12,000
in legal fees, the hidden extra cost for a student attending UCF. "Best campus law
enforcement agency in the country?"
"Baloney."
- GEORGE STEGEMAN

Feminism faces decline
with displays of sexuality

Somewhere, a 14-year-old girl is sent to the
discipline office of her school for a dress-code
violation; her shirt, unapologetically brandishing a rhinestone-studded Playboy btinny, has
been deemed too sexually suggestive for an
academic environment. When asked to defend
herself: the girl responds, "It's self-expression.
I'm not ashamed of my sexuality.''
Betty Friedan must be rolling over in her
grave. This is not an uncommon scenario
today. More and more frequently, young girls
are beginning to embrace a tenet of feminism
so shamelessly touted by some in the early
'90s: Own your sexuality.
But this time the message has emerged in a
new context - it has now been broadened to
encompass concepts that some of the most
progressive-minded feminists would frown
.
upon: stripping as a legitimate occupation;
open acceptance of the "necessity" of breast
implants and other forms of cosmetic surgery,
and, of course, the ever-growing sense of apathy being adopted by society toward the sexualizing of the most mundane aspects of life for
·
females. ·
Many would argue it's simply the natural
evolution of feminist theory. Still, the very
nature of this supposed "revolution" begs the
question: Are women really more attuned to
their sexual desires, or are they failing to recognize in them the presence of sexist, patriarchal influence?
How many exotic dancers and porn stars
are really in that profession because of an
earnest interest in exhibitionism? How many
women get breast jobs "just for themselves?"
It's a debate whose relevance is increasing
each day.
I fear for the future of feminism. I find it
discouraging that the principles of feminism
seem to lie not in forward, revolutionary
thinking but in the backward, smoke-veiled
desire to please men.
Let's not let the latter prevail.
- SAVANNAH VICKERS

1\1oving. Ifs good for you and your career.
A move into a graduate program at Barry University in
lVIiami Shores can be a healthy step toward a livelier career.
At Barry, we share your understanding of wellness, your interest in the
capabilities of the human body, and your enthusiasm for athletic
performance. Whether you are interested in a graduate degree in movement
science, biomechanics, exercise science, sport and exercise psychology,
athletic training, or sport management, our programs share the same

I

core strengths: nationally respected faculty, a
combination of theory and practical ex.perience,
and state-of-the-art facilities.
As a graduate student·in the School of Human
Performance and Leisure Sciences, you'll have
many opportunities for internships and connections

with some of the most exciting sports related
venues in the country. Alumni hold key positions
at every pro sports team in South Florida.

Call or email to find out more about our graduate assistantships
and scholarships.
When you become a Barry University
student, you join a caring, Catholic
community where the concept of the

OUR STANCE
FROM AlO

began with Richard Nixon
and Watergate. After all, ask
100 people what phrase they
·most remember Tricky Dick
for, and the better majority
will likely answer: "I'm not a
crook.''
George Bush, Sr. isn't
remembered for his "l,000
points of light," but mainly
his campaign smokescreen
phrase of "no new taxes.'' Bill
~ Clinton won't ever be
remembered for saying, "We
cannot build our own future
without helping others to
_.. build theirs.'' He'll always be
known for appearing on live
television. saying, "I did not

have sexual relations with
that woman."
George W. Bush is no different. Whether he's fumbling along by saying,
"There's an old saying in
Tennessee - I know it's in
Texas, probably in Tennessee
- that says, fool me once,
shame on - shame on you.
Fool me - you can't get
fooled again." or'ifhe's telling
the nation that post-Katrina
New Orleans is "a heck of a
place to bring your family,"
Bush is ~ far cry from the
great speakers who have
graced the Oval Office.
Modem presidents have
the media to blame for
exploiting every faux pas and

whole person is valued, and where a
dumfounded answer. However, U.S. presidents have
always had speech writers
and string-pullers to help
them avoid coming across
like complete buffoons. What
happened to the guys who
were paid to be the man
behind the curtain in the Oz
of American politics?
We need a return to presidential normalcy, for trust in
leadership and for the country's image.
Maybe one day the U.S.
will have leaders like the
Roosevelts, capable of preserving public faith with
strong words. Until then.
maybe presidents will learn
just to speak softly.

liberal arts tradition supports your
intellectual and cultur:ti growth.
When you're ready to make your move
toward a healthy career, we're ready to

help you.

BARRY
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AND LEISURE SCIENCES

11 300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3494, 800-756-6000, ext. 3494
sportsciences@mail.barry.edu

www.barry.edu/hpls

Steve Stowe '03, lv1.SIMBA.
Director ofCommunity Affairs
Miami Heat
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THIS EVENT, CONTACT .·
DAVID -BROWN AT. CABARTS-@ MAIL.UCF.EDU f\ND DON'T
FORGET TO ARRIVE EARLY FORA GREAT SEAT. .
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SERIOUS DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS COMPOUND QUIET BATS, COLD BULLPEl\
AS KNIGHTS FALL AT HOME TO USF, HEAD TO TULANE FOR WEEKEND

Magic's
recent
success
could bea
burden

J
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Point: A playoff
berth means more
than a lottery pick

'
CHRIS HOYLER
,)

J)

Sports Editor

The memories of the last
Orlando Magic playoff appearance still bUrn. In case you
don't remember, here's the
long and short of it.
The year: 2003
The seed: No. 8
The series lead: 3-1 ,
The game: 5; Actually, the
press conference after Game 4
The quote: "It's over," Tracy
McGrady, Magic forward
'The result: A 4-3 series loss
The aftermath: Two fired
coaches, two recycled superstars, two lottery trips
Yup, they were Magicians
alright. Those crowds they
made disappear after the
Detroit Debacle in 2003 are

PLEASE SEE FANS ON B2

.,

.

Counterpoint: The
Magic could use
more young stars

ANDY VASQUEZ
Senior Staff Writer

If you've been paying attention to the NBA over the past
few weeks then you certainly
lmow that the Orlando Magic
are making a move up the
standings. Coming into
Wednesday night's game
against the Toronto Raptors,
the Magic men had won nine
of their last 10 games, a stretch
which includes wins over
Miami, Detroit and Dallas, all
teams with legitimate hopes
for an NBA title. Now the
Magic have semi-legitimate
hopes for a playoff berth,
needing wins in their final four
games combined with a slew
of losses from Chicago and

PLEASE SEE RECENT ON B2

Smith not
satisfied
with great
first season
ANDY VASQUEZ
Senior StaffWriter

Even standing alone, the
numbers are impressive: 1,178
yards, nine touchdowns and
4.7 yards-per-carry. Put those
numbers into context, and
UCF running back Kevin
Smith's freshman season
becomes even more remarkable.
Iri a memorable season
which saw the UCF 'football
team go from one of the worst
squads in the nation, to nearly
cracking the nation's top 25,
Smith was responsible for
many images that will be for-

PLEASESE~PRING ON B3

COURTESY CHRIS SCHUBEF

USF starting pitcher Yuri Higgins loses his hat ~hile delivering a pitch to Matt Ray during last night's 4-3 Bulls win over UCF at Jay Bergman Field. Higgins, who struggled last week when the Knights beat the Bulls 11-0 in Tampa, had a veri
good start Tuesday, pitching four innings and allowing just one hit a_nd one earned run. He did walk four, however, while striking out only three. Higgins should to start again in next Tuesday's rubber match in Orlando.
,

BULLS BOUNCE
BACK, WIN ON ROAD
.
.

-RIGHT BACK AT YA
USF4,UCF3

BERGMAN SUSP DEO

Same old story for UCF:
Bats continue to slump
and bullpen fails to back
up strong start from Sweat

Slew of player suspensions
spills over into coaching
ranks with Bergman _
suspended for USF game

TU NE PREVIEW
The Green Wave struggles
after high expectations;
UCF looks for signature
victories this weekend

BRIAN MURPHY

CHRIS HOYLER

BRIAN MURPHY

Staff Writer

On Tuesday night, freshman Kyle Sweat
threw the longest outing of his career.
Removed after. recording one out in the
eighth inning, he had easily pitched well
enough to earn his first win in nearly a
month.
But, ·an unorthodox coaching move and
some cold UCF bats left him and the Golden
Knights with a 4-3 loss to the South Florida
Bulls.
USF got out to an early advantage with
three runs in the first two innings off of
Sweat. The majority of that production came
from seeing-eye singles and soft line drives.
After those frames, Sweat made sure that
nothing else would be put up on the board,
permitting just one hit over his last 5 1/3
innings.
"For the first couple innings, I was thinking too much," Sweat said. 'Mer the second
inning, I just got my head together on the
mound and just threw."
In the eighth inning and the contest lmotted at 3-3, the Bulls got a lead-off walk from
junior Ty Taborelli, who was moved.to second on a sacrifice bunt from freshman Addison Maruszak. At 103 pitches, Sweat's night
was over and he· got a rousing ovation from
the UCF faithful as UCF Coach Craig Cozart
·
signaled to the bullpen.
Cozart filled in for Coach Jay Bergman,
who was serving a one game suspension for
a violation of department policy.
Cozart replaced Sweat with sophomore

An up-and-down week for UCF baseball
cont.i nued as Coach Jay Bergman was suspended for Tuesday night's game against South
Florida.
The UCF Athletics Association made the
announcement of Bergman's suspension just _
prior to the Golden Knights' home game
against the rival Bulls for what the UCFAA
called ''violation of departmel).t policy." No
specific reason was given for the suspension,
and pitching Coach Craig Cozart served as
coach during Tuesday's game. Bergman will
coach the team this weekend against Tulane
after being reinstated Wednesday.
This was another suspension in what has
been a season full of them for the Knights.
Tuesday's starting.pitcher, Kyle Sweat, was
making an irregular weekday start due to being
pulled from his regular Sunday slot, the result
of a one-game suspension. Sweat was suspended for violation of team rules, and his
start against East Carolina was taken by Taylor
Meier. Freshman Mitch Herold will start this
Sunday in what looks like a permanent µiove
out of the weekend rotation for Sweat.
Sweat is not the only UCF player to get suspended for a violation of team rules. Sophomore center fielder Tyson Auer, currently
nursing a hand injury, was suspended earlier
this season for the entire series against Stony
Brook
Freshman third baseman Vmny Gucci was
suspended indefinitely prior to the Wagner
series on March ll and has not played since.

a

PLEASE SEEUCF ON B4

PLEASESEE BASCOM ON B4

DEEPER
THE TU ESERIES
Friday, 7:30 p.m. Saturday, 3 p.m. Sunday,2 p.m.

Pitching matchup

UCF: Tim Bascom, RHP

5-2, 1.22 ERA
59 IP,74K,17 BB

vs
Tulane: Sean Morgan, RHP
4-4,4.24 ERA .
57.1 IP,66K,18 BB

Broadcast: Audio will be available
at UC§f.thletics.com
I>·

Staff Writer.

Sports Editor

Pitching matchup

UCF: Mitch Houck, LHP

vs

vs

Tulane: Brandon Gomes,RHP

Tulane:Stephen Portier,RHP

4-4, 3.79 ERA,
59.1 IP,41K,10 BB

after their 9-6 win
over Rice in Game
3 of the 2005 NCAJ
Baseball New
Orleans Super
Regional atTurchir
Stadium on the
campus ofTulane.

UCF: Mitch Herold, LHP

1-3,5.04 ERA
30.1 IP,31 K,27 BB

4-3,3.43 ERA
42 IP, 29K,17 BB

Broadcast: 740-THE TEAM AM

~·

PLEASE SEEHOUCK ON B4

-iP'~~!J!IP~~~~~0:~V~l The
Tulane Green
i'°
Wave celebrate

Pitching matchup

2-1,2.72 ERA
·36.1 IP,39K,12 BB

In the past week, the UCF baseball team
has let a couple of wins slip right through its
fingers due to a lack of clutch hitting. Now,
the Knights are reeling, losers of three
straight games, and there is little time to rest.
For this weekend, the team will have its
toughest road'trip of the season thus far when
it travels to New Orleans to meet the 'I\tlane
Green Wave.
The Green Wave began the season ranked
12th in Baseball America's Preseason Top 25.
But three wins in their last eight games have
currently knocked them out of most polls.
"'I\tlane is somewhat in the same boat as
we are," pitching Coach Craig Cozart said.
"So, what's going to be interesting is which
team can shake themselves a little bit."
Another attribute that 'I\tlane shares with
the Knights is its abundance of youth. The
Green Wave -lost six of their nine top batters
from the 2005 team, so just five series are left
from last year's College World Series club.
But, a couple of upperclassmen in junior
Mark Hamilton and senior Nathan Southard
are trying to' lead at the plate.
Hamilton is the Green Wave's leading producer with 36 RBis. Recently, he has really
turned it on, driving in nine runs in his last
five gaiµes, including four RBis in an 8-4 victory over Houston on Saturday. Hamilton has
shown that he can hit for both power and
average. He leads the Green Wave with seven
home runs and is second in batting with a ~39
average.

Broadcast: 740-THE TEAM AM
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Pans now have a reason to believe
were in. Turkoglu was suddenly free to shoot without the
ice-cold glares of Steve-me.
till missing. They're some• And the team belonged to
~here, lurking, waiting for a
Howard. the face of the franeason to venture to the TD
chise.
Vaterhouse Centre. All Brian
The Magic have a game left
lill needs to do is call on his
against each of the three
)Vely assistants, Dwight
teams in front of them, so this
Ioward and Jameer Nelson,
isn't an impossible notion I'm
or his final trick of the night:
suggesting. Farfetched. sure,
A trip to the playoffs in
but this is a team that beat
.006.
Dallas, Detroit and Miami last
And it's not as impossible,
week. All it needs is some
1r detrimental, to the future
help from the opponents of
1f the franchise as it may
Chicago, Philadelphia and
.eem.
Indiana.
Just one month ago, the'y
Sure, making the playoffs
vere 20-40, losers of six
takes the Magic out of the
1traight and 18 out of 20. Grant
lottery, but, really, unless they
£ll was hurt (spare me the
finished 20-62, they weren't
oke), Hedo Turkoglu was
getting the top pick. Besides,
:truggling, and the bright spot
this draft isn't top-heavy, as
>f the season was Brian Hill's
evidenced
by the mention of
>rief, maybe petty revenge in
Tyrus Thomas as a No. 1
:utting Penny Har~way.
pick. The Magic will be
But the executioner of
served well by picking in the
·e arns, Steve-me Franchise,
middle of the first round,
;vas gone. Real point guards,
where they can grab a com:~elson and Carlos Arroyo,.
!OM

B1

plement to Howard, a player
like Villanova's Randy Foye
or Washington's .B randon
Roy.
It is more important that
the Magic show the potential
free agents, the fans and, most
importantly, themselves that
they are a burgeonillg power
in the East. With plenty of cap
room to burn next summer
and the potential of a LeBron
James/Chris Bosh free-agent
crop, the league needs to
understand that the Magic are
a force, on and 0ff the court.
It's farfetched, but even this
strong finish without a playoff
berth is a good thing. The fans
need something to believe in
heading into 2006. And hey, if
the impossible does happen,
the elements are there. A No.
8 seed from Orlando, a No. 1
seed from Detroit.
Yup, I believe in Magic.
Chris Hoyler can be reached at
- sport:s@UCFnews.com

12000 COiiegiate wav

11651 untversnv Boulevard

11101 High tech Avenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• l 05 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p -7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi
• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up jo 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's·Restaurant

•High Speed Internet.Access

• Hig~ Speed Internet Access

•

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service

• Daily Housekeeping Service

•

• Pet Friendly

.

~ High Speed Internet Access

JOHN RAOUX I ASS
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wight Howard, left, battles wit!J Detroit's Ben Wallace for a rebound during the Magic's win last Friday. The teams could meet in the playoffs.

.

ecent wins hurt Magic's future
hiladelphia.
At first glance the Magic's
ecent success seems like a
imple step in the right direcion, but in reality Orlando's
ot streak may be doing more
than good
Only weeks ago the Magic
ere in prime position to earn
lottery pick in Jurie's NBA
raft. After trading Steve Franis to New York, the Magic lost
0 of their next 15 games and it
eemed obligatory that they
ould tank the remainder of
e season. A top 10 draft pick
so close you could taste it.
But then something hapened and the Magic found
eir stride. Point guard
ameer Nelson started to play
like a leader, man-child power
forward Dwight Howard conerted his occasional sparks of
rilliance into sustained outputs of excellence and the previously laughable 7-foot Darko
Milicic shed the layers of rust
he had accumulated from 2 1/2

years on the Pistons' bench
and began to contribute.
The result, a certain middle
of the pack finish: A nightmare
if you're a Magic fan. If Orlando can continue this run it
might make the playoffs, but
only to get waxed by the top
seeded Detroit Pistons in the
first round But if the Magic
falter over the next week see today's game at San Antonio, 24 hours after playing at
home Wednesday against
Toronto - they'll most certainly fall short of the playoffs.
Either way, the Magic will finish the season with performance that was just marginal
enough to ruin their chances of
getting a good draft pick
Don't get me wrong, it's
nice to see the Magic making
this run, and if they've gotten
this far they might as well
make the playoffs (Being a
Detroit native, I would like
nothing more than to see the
Pistons road to the NBA Finals
travel through Orlando.) The
last ten games have offered us

a glimpse of how talented this
team might be a year or two
down the road But all the
Magic have shown us is that
Francis was a cancer to the
organization and that they can
play well against worn-down
NBA teams in a pressure free
environment.
When nobody expects you
to win, winning becomes a lot
easier - well, unless you're
the New YorkKnicks - and
win the Magic have, but at
what cost?
The Magic will benefit from
the chemistry and confidence
that this run has built and a
playoff near-miss or a loss in
the first round will serve as a
learning experience. But don't
be fooled, the Magic are still a
few key players away from
contention and their recent
success may have robbed them
of an opportunity to pick up
one of those players. Was it
worth it?

In its second spring event,
the UCF volleyball team played
Saturday at Carmichael Auditori\Ull on the University of North
Carolina campus, playing four
games against the host. Tar
Heels and the University of Colorado.
The Golden Knights, who
scrimmaged with South Florida,
Georgia Southern, Nova Southeastern and Tampa in a March
tournament hosted by USF,
took a big step up against two
2005 NCAA Championship
teams, UNC and Colorado, winning one game against the Tur
Heels.
'We really had a great experience,'' UCF Coach Meg Colado said in a press release. "I was
very pleased with our effort.
ue to injuries, we were the
only team that had to play with
no substitutes but still competed and played very well against
two great teams."
The Buffaloes earned an atlarge berth to the NCAA Championship out of the Big 12, while
the Tur Heels won the Atlantic
Coast Conference title after a
23-10 season.
, The day began with compet-·
itive drills between the three
teams. They mixed during this
period to work on hitting and
other individual and team drills.
"The tournament was a lot of
fun," UCF sophomore outside
hitter Lorin Lukas said 'We had
the opportunity to compare
ow.:selves against good t~ams

IN BEAUflFUL SQUTII ORl1NOOl
REMEMBERI

IF YOU SEE
·THIS GOOD
LOOKING GUY
YOU COULD.SAVE

•

.THOUSANDS!

\~
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sport:s@UCFnews.com

good showing and it was a preview of what we are capable of
doing this upcoming season."
On Saturday, the Knights will
wrap up the spring season with
the UCF Spring Tournament.
They will · battle USF and
Tampa again, while Georgia,
Miami, North Florida and Stetson will also make the trip to the
on-campus Education Gym.
The event is free arid open to
the public.

"The conditions were pretty
tough, especially off the start,"
UCF Coach Leeanne Crain said
in a press release. "It was a survival-fest in the first 1,000
ineters:'
Crain's squad was ·able to
c~ four of the five varsity and
junior varsity races, only finishing last in the varsity four race.
The varsity lightweight
squad spent the weekend in
Cherry Hill, NJ., competing
against very strong competition
Women's rowing wins state title
. at the Knecht Cup on the CopFor the second consecutive per River.
year, the UCF women's rowmg
The Knights, who competed
team won the overall points tro- against Radcliffe, Georgetown,
phy at the Florida Intercolle- Princeton,· Wisconsin and Daygiate Rowing A~sociation ton, finished third in Saturday's
Championship in Miami on Sat- competition before falling to
urday.
·
·
fifth on Sunday.
The Knights, competing
'The team also battled through
along with Miami, Jacksonville, difficult weather.Saturday's heats
Florida, Barry, USF, Nova South- were delayed before resuming in
. eastern, Tampa, Embry-Riddle the evening due to cold and
and Rollins, won their ninth windy conditions.
overall state title. The only time
"The boat handled the· conthey did not win was in 2004, ditions and the pressure of racwhen the Hurricanes claimed ing high profile crews very
well," UCF assistant Coach Corthe title.
UCF, ranked No. 23 in the rie McGrath, who guided the
Apr. 5 USRowing/Collegiate team in New Jersey, said in a
Rowing Coaches Association press release. "They fought hard
poll, recorded six first-place fin- to stick with Georgetown and
ishes on Saturday, including the rowed a good race. I am happy
varsity eight race. Miami's time with the results and looking forof 7:51.9 was just short of the ward to building speed for our
Knights, who won with a time meeting with Stanford."
UCF will head to Redwood
of7:46.6.
The times on Saturday were Shores, Cali£ on Saturday to take
slow due to poor course condi- on the Cardinal and other squads
tions. The teams fought off · in the Stanford Invitational.
str<\ig winds and rough water
-CHRIS HOYLER
--<••-i..~......'k~~·

0RLANDO~ FL 32837

Andy Vasquez can be reached at

FROM THE SPORTS DESK
Volleyball plays four at UNC

9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAil..t •
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LOOKING INTO I.Aw SCHOOL?

Free

Marriott Courtyard
UCF, Classroom A

Wednesday
May 3rd

•

,

6pm - 10pm

Thursday
May 4th
6pm-10p~

Saturday May 6th
10am-2pm

Sunday
May 7th

•

"

2pm-6pm

•
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Spring injuries help fall RB depth
"We've been banged up,"
Bernhardt said. "But I think in
the long run, we'll be better off
ever linked with the resurrection ofUCF football
because of that.''
The one constant in · the
Whether it was against
UCF backfield is Kevin Smith,
Tulsa in the Conference USA
who continues to stand out,
Championship game, when he
not only with his physical abilrushed for 74 yards on a single
ity, but with his grasp of the
drive, capping it off with a 31mental game.
yard dash to the end zone, or
"It's obvious to everybody
against Nevada a few weeks
later at the Sheraton Hawai'i
what a talent he is," Bernhard
said. "But Kevin's been very
Bowl, where Smith scored
impressive all along because
three touchdowns, he not only
of how he's picked up his
accumulated the numbers, but
assignments, that's very rare
posted them at the right times.
for a freshman. I really think I
Considering that Smith's
got a little spoiled with·that."
experience is far outweighed
The only concern about
by his extensive accomplishSmith as he prepares for next
ments, it wouldn't be surpris~
REBECCA BARNITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
season, is that he'll slip into a
ing to find last season's C-USA UCF running back Kevin Smith carries the
tendency he had late last sea- ·
Freshriian of the Year c~g ball during December's C-USA title game.
son, \yhen according to Bernan arrogant attitude into practice sessions this spring. ·bined for more than 2,000 hardt he tried to force ·the
Refreshingly, that isn't the yards last season and will con- issue, and make big plays.
"There are certain people ·
case.
tinue to be a valuable asset to
Instead, Smith looks for- the Golden Knights in the that want to be o.n the foul line
when the game's on the line ...
ward to the upcoming season coming season.
with a quiet confidence and a
"They all do something Certain people want to be up
knowledge that last season's very well, maybe better than with a 3-2 count in the bottom
success will result in the other ones do, and you of the ninth and KeVin's one of
increased expectations this want to take advantage of those kids.
fall.
.
"But he also has learned
that," running backs coach Jim
"I feel like I've got more Bernhardt said of the trio. "But that not every situation is a 3-2
weight on my shoulders," obviously you don't want to count in .the bottom of the
Smith said. "I feel like, me per- type it so much that [oppo- ninth and not every situation
sonally\ I've got to be a game nents] know; if this guy's in is a free thr.ow to win the
changer and I've got to help [the game] you can expect game."
When Smith takes to the
the team win."
that type of tendency."
Smith, the primary option
Injuries have kept both field this fall, the success of
out of the backfield last sea- Peters a1.1d Wilcox off the last season will loom large and
son, will have some of his bur- practice field this spring, expectations will be high.
It's a challenge that he's
den eased when he is joined allowing Bernhardt to take a
again this fall by senior run- look at some other players, ready for.
"I've got a lot of weight on
ning backs Jason Peters and na,mely redshirt freshman full
Dontavius Wilcox. The multi- back Shane Smith and junior . my shoulders," Smith said.
"But I can carry it."
dimensional backfield com- . tailback Curtis Francis.
FROM
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FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK· Open scrimmage caps spring on5aturday
Burnett continues to shine
Sophomore comerbackJoe Burnett has a
to.ugh act to follow in his second season.After
countless superlatives in his freshman season
-.:.. All Conference-USA First Team on defense
and special teams, First Team Freshman AllAr:nerican by three different publications the Eustis native has shined during spring
practice.
• On Tuesday, Burnett had an interception
d11ring the team period and was making
pl~ys while working as a gunner during special-teams drills. Burnett islisted as the starting right cornerback on the spring depth

chart, and, while the depth chart does not list
return men, Burnett will likely return punts
again in 2006 after leading C-USA and finishing sixth in the nation in punt return average

(16.5).

Final spring scrimmage
on Saturday
Here are the details for Saturday's Spring
Football Fan Day and final spring scrimmage:
Where: UCF Soccer Complex (Located
next to the UCF Arena and Nicholson Fieldhouse, behind the new Wayne Densch Sports
Center)

When: 10 a.m.-noon Saturday
Parking: Fans are directed to park in the
area of the football practice fields located on
the east sid~ of the Nicholson Fieldhouse. To
get there from Gemini Blvd., turn onto the
access road on the west side ofthe UCF Arena
(next to.the Tower I Residence Hall) and proceed through the FS parking lot (disabled
parking) behind the Arena.
. Details: Fans can watch the scrimmage
and purchase or renew 2006 season tickets.
Schedule cards and posters for the 2006 season will be available.

More

men

and

women

on

the

front

lines

are

surviving

life-threatening

injuries

tha n ever before for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a
U.S. Air Force nurse , you receive the most advanced training and have access to t he
best medical technology on the planet. And whether you·re treating Airmen on foreign
soi l or their families on bases here in the U.S .. you can put all of that training to use.
If you 're interested . in learning more about a better place to practice med icine, call or

1-·aoo- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE. COM/HEALTHCARE

visit us on line.

- CHRIS HOYLER

Introducing WebRevalue
for your UCFCard
WebRevalue is a simple and convenient way to add money to your UCFCard

Go to www.ucfcard.ucf.edu . .
(From anywhere in the world!)

..

Click on the WebRevalue icon
and follow the simple direct ions.

Visit a WebRevalue Kiosk
to load the$$ to your UCFCard.

It's so easy, even your parents can use it!
(Hint: Send them tt:le ISO number from the front of you r UCFCard)

•

Use your UCFCard for food, gear,su pplies,
and discounted vending aU over campus.
Vo ice : 407.823.2100

.

Fax: 407.823.3278
U NIVERSIT Y-O F CENTRAL FLOR IDA
C A BD S E RVlCES

www. ucfcard. ucf. edu
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UCF-USF all-time series tied at 46
i
!Matt Mcclung, who was mak:ing just his sixth appearance of
the year. Mcclung had posted
ian ERA of 9.00 in only four
'innings of work this season,
•but he took to the hill to face
:USF leading hitter Kris Howell.
0 "In
that
situation,
(McClung) hadn't been on the
rmound in a little while," Cozart
f said. "We felt like he could
ecome in and help us get a couple of hitters. His velocity is
1very good and Howell hadn't
tJ turned . around a fastball all
'night."
· Unfortunately for the
t Knights,
he turned on
f McClung's first pitch, sending
1 a loud double over the head of
·left fielder Matt Lambert and
giving the Bulls a 4-3 advane tage. After allowing a walk,
McClung was pulled in favor
of Petracca, who did retire the
final five USF hitters.
All of this could have been
avoided if the Knights' bats did
not falter in the clutch. UCF
was 2-for-15 with men on base
and a paltry l-for-12 with run. ners in scoring position. Collectively, the .team stranded
nine runners.
·
"It hurts a lot," Cozart said
of all the missed opportunities.
"Not to rehash the past, but if
you look at Saturday against
East Carolina, we left eight
guys on in ·t he first four
innings. You can keep talkihg

· and Race Book

THE RACE BOOK CENTRAL FLORIDA'S PREMIER
SIMULCAST FACILITY OPEN DAILY & NIGHTLY YEAR ROUNDI

College Students Always Free ,..
(W1tb Valid l.D.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

COURTESY CHRIS SCHUBERT

USF right fielder Kris Howell looks on after a teammate's. failed attempt to catch afoul ball during the Bulls 4-3 win over UCF on Tuesday

about the youth, but we are 36
games in and it's time for these
guys to go ahead get something
done."
Sweat was tagged with a
hard-luck loss (2-2), while junior Nick Manganaro (2-2) got
the win in i:elief. Junior Chase
Lirette collected his fifth save
of the season.
The Knights are 20-16 this
year, while the Bulls moved up
15-19. After stealing a game on

each other's turf over the last
two weeks, the all-time record
between these squads is tied
back up, 46-46.
UCF returns to the diamond this weekend for a threegame series against th~ Tulane
Green Wave, now uru:anked in
the most recent . Baseball
America Top 25 Poll. The
series begins Friday at 7:30
p.m.
in at Zephyr Field in New
- UCF PITCHING COACH CRAIG COZART
QN THE RECENT PLAY OF DCF'S FRESHMEN . Orleans.

"You can keep
talking about the
youth ••.it's time for
these guys to get
something done."

'

•

Houck and Bascom look t·o continue streak
Bl

late. The C-USA Pitcher of the
Week, Tim Bascom, and Mitch
Southard, a 2005 1st Team Houck are scheduled to toe the
All-C-USA selection and a rubber for the Knights on Fri2006 Preseason All-American, day and Saturday, respectively.
has dropped a bit from his If you combine their last two
standout junior year. Although starts, you get these stunning
he has played in every game, numbers: 34 innings pitched, 11
Southard has hit just three hits, one earned run, and 40
strikeouts. Freshman Mitch
R homers with 16 RBis. But, he
still ranks third ·o n the squad in Herold will move into the Sunbatting (.316), and you better be day slot in place of Kyle Sweat,
careful once he gets on base. who started Tuesday after his
1 Southard is 20-of-22 in stolen · weekend suspension.
The Green Wave will send
i base attempts this season.
This pair of hitters will have Sean Morgan to the mound to
to face a duo of UCF pitchers open the series, followed by
who have been spectacular of Brandon Gomes on Saturday
FROM

c

Bl

Auer, however, has bounced
back well and was named Conference USA Hitter of the Week
last week before getting hurt
. against Marshall.
The Knights also collected
ti another award this week. Junior
pitcher Tim Bascom was

li

v

and Stephen Prolier on Sunday.
The Knights head into this
trip with a 3-3 C-USA record.
Tulane was a preseason pick to
finish second in the league, but
it has run into some trouble.
After being swept by C-USA
leader Rice, the Green Wave
visited Houston last weekend,
losing two-of-three contests.
This lack of success Tulane
with a 3-6 league record, their
poorest start since 2002.
So, the Green Wave are
young and have a subpar
record But, the Knights know
that they can not underestimate a squad that made it to

0~\"~~~ UNIVERSITY

named C-USA Pitcher of the
Week.
Bascom is among the
nation's Thp 15 in ERA His 1.22
ERA is tops at UCF, and the
closest starter is Mitch Houck
at 2.72. In 59 innings, Bascom
has allowed just eight earried
runs, striking out 74 hitters to
just 17 walks.

DURHAM, N.C. - The district attorney in charge of the
Duke University rape investigation said Tuesday he does not
V need DNA to bring charges and
vowed, "This case is not going
t away!'
~
District Attorney Mike
r Nifong spoke one day after
( defense attorneys said DNA
~ · testing failed to connect any of
I Duke's lacrosse players to the
c alleged attack on a black exotic
dancer who said she was raped
s at a party by members of the
nearly all-white 47-man team.
t
Nifong stopped short of cont firming the defense assessment
t of the DNA.results, but said the
case would not be hampered
by a lack of DNA evidence.
No charges have been filed.
Nifong said prosecutors
were awaiting a second set of
1 DNA results, but did not say
c how those differed from the
, tests reported Monday. N't.fong
added that in 75 percent to 80
c percent ofsexual assaults, there
is no DNA evidence to analyze.
The. district attorney said a
rape case can built on testimony from the alleged victim and
other witnesses. ·Nifong also
said the hospital exam of the
woman has led him to believe a
1 crime occurred at the March 13
party.
According to court documents, a doctor and a specially
trained nurse found the alleged
victim had "signs, symptoms
and injuries consistent with
being raped and sexually
assaulted."
, "My presence here means
this case is not going away,"
, Nifon~ said to applause from

The allegations have led to
days of protests on and off the
Duke·campus and heightened
racial
tensions
around
Durham.
"I have been criticized by
both sides in this case," he said.
"There have been people who
have said that I should have
given up this case a long time
ago, and there are people who
have said I should have already
indicted, moved against somebody with some charges. The
fact is that this case is :proceeding the way a case should proceed."
N'tfong later told a questioner, who asserted the victim had
positively identified her three
attackers, that her information
was wrong.
The .district attorney faces
two challengers in a May 2 primary election. Asked by a
member of the audience about
the campaign, he said: ·~ the
district attorney, you do not get
to choose what crimes occtir
and when they occur. This is '
not about an election. This is
about justice."
Nifong refused to take any
questions from reporters after
the forum.
Bill Thomas, a defense
attorney for one of the team
captains, urged the accuser to
recant, saying he believes she
made up the allegations to
avoid a charge of public drunkenness.
"It is my sincere hope that
she comes forward and tells the
truth in this matter and allows
these young men to go on with
their lives and for this community to heal," Thomas said.

•

Department of Criminology, Law &Society
Fully accredited online course and -

TEAM AM.

certificate program. World class three- ,
credit courses-from police profiling to
serial murder-in two summer sessions.
$195 per credit • First session starts on May 8

1st annual~ "Jdo(, Contest Finals
Sat. April 15th from 6-8 • Join Bucket Head from RealRotk 101.1
2-4~ 1Drinks and Beer 3-8, no cover til Bpm
Go to www.wjrr.com to vote for your favorite.girl then
join us at the party.to vote for the "Peoples Choice" award.

PICK.·UP ONLY SPECIAL I

I .,.,

STATE & NATION

~ Duke lacrosse case not over

OF

1
~&=
FLORIDA
'<~m.}Y
.
ONLINE CRIMINAL
JUSTICE PROGRAM .

Omahain'05
"We just got to go in there
and have no feat," freshman
Chadd· Hartman said. "Everybody is probably looking af us
as the underdogs, but we just
got to go in there and play the
best we ~an because if we play
our best, nobody can beat us."
The three-game set is set to
start at 7:30 p.m. on Friday at
Zephyr Field in New Orleans.
Saturday's first pitch is scheduled for 3 p.m.; Sunday's finale
begins at 2 p.m. Both Saturday
and Sunday's games will be
broadcast locally on 740-THE

Bascom collects.another
award after good week
FROM
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LIVE JAi-ALAi SEASON
END.ED MARCH 31ST Will BOURN NUT WINTER!
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. ,STUDENT ID
Not valid with any other offers.
With Coupon. Expires 05-13-06
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DELIVERY OR PICK-UP I

..,

20!

••

.

Jumf>o Win:;rs

_

Pick your Flavor from the flavor Zone
& (One flavor, 1 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• ••••• 3.99
10 (One f lavor, 1 Ranch) .. ... . . .... . ...·... , • • • • • • • • • • &.49
15 (One Flavor. 1 Ranch) ••••••••••••• •• .••.••••.•••••. 8.99
20 (One or Two Flavors, 1 Ranch) •••• •••••••••••••••••• 11.99
30 (One or Two Flavors, 2 Ranch) • ••••••.•.•• ••••••••• , 17.99
50 (Up to Three Flavors, 3 Ranch) •••••••••.•••••••• ••• • 27.99
75 (Up to Three Flavors. 4 Ranch) • , •••••••••••••••••••• 37.99
100 (Up to.four Flavors, 5 Ranch) ••••••.•.•.••••••• • •••• 47.99
Add Celery ................ . ..... , • .. • .. .. • • • • • . • • • • • .49
Extra llleu Cheese or Ranch • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • .&9
Add Fries to any Wing order • .. • • • • • • • • .. • • .. .. • • • • • • • • • • 1.99

Jlu:f:f:'qfo Win5 ll<tsket
1OWings, Rancb and Wedge Fries ••••••••••••••• •• . ••••••••7. 79

f:'resli ~«!'lads

s&.99

Pick your Salad
Grilled Clllcken Breast, Fried Chicken Breast QB. Bulfalo Shrimp
Pick your Flavor
Plain fill any one of our 25 flavors
Pick ypur Dressing
Blue Cheese, Ranch, Honey Mustard',Lite Italian

Cltiel:en f:'in:;re-rs
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor • Dipped or On the Side
3 (One Flavor) .. ........ ... ... 3.99 ·
5 (One Flavor) •••••••••••• • ••• 6.29
10
20
5D

(One Flavor) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11.99
(Up to Two Flavors) ••••••••••• 21.99
(Up to Three Flavors •••••·• • • • • 47.99

CLieken Fin99-r llci:s~1;
5 Fingers & Wedge Fries ••••••.•••••••••••• • • • •••••• • •• 7.49

Ru-f.'.P~lo Slirimp@
10 Shrimp (One Flavor) •••••••••••••• 5.99
20 Shrimp (One or Two Flavors) • • • • • • • • 8.89
10 Shrimp and Wedge Fries • • • • • • • • • • 7.49

Cliir.:.l:eJJ. SctJJ.dwiclies,
Cl,ieken Fin::Te" Sc:rndwie.'1
& 1/2 Pound llur:;rel's
served with Wedge Fries•

$7 29

'SU11stilutfons available tor 1n addinonal charge
Pick your Sandwich
•
Grilled Chicken Breast
Fried Chicken Breast
Chicken Finger Sandwich
112 Pound Burger
Pick your Flavor
Plain QB. any one of our 25 navors
Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

Wedge Fries • •• • ••.•••• • •• •••Regular
.••••• •• •.••.• • ••••.• •• •••Jumbo
Cheese Fries • •• • • •••• ••.•••• •Regular
.•••.. ••• • ••••• ••• .•.••••• Jumbo
Beer Battered Onion Rings ••••••••••••••••••• . ••••Regular
......... . .................................Jumbo

2.99
2.99
4.4g
2.49
4.49
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• • • • •• • • •• 4.49
FrleJI Mushrooms • .•.• , ••• • •••••••••• •• ••• •• ••••• , • •• •4.49
Ranch or Blau Cheese & Celery • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • .99
Garden Salad ••••• •• . ••• . .•• , • ••• •• •• •••• •••••• ••••• 4.49
Side Salad •••••••• • .•• : • .• •••• •••• ••••• • ••.••• ••••• 2.49

leid·~

Menu

5 Wings & Wedge Fries •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 5.49
3 Chlc:lcen finger$ & Wedge Fries . ...... ..... ... . .. .. . .... . 5.49

So.ft D-rinks
20 oz 8iottles . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • . • • . . 1 .49
2·Uter • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.49

l>esset"t
Brownies • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.49
Cheesecake ........ ................... 2.49

FU2

WINGS :

&

ti

I

REGUlAR : .,

FRIES ::
tJ"4

-:

CHOOSE

1

s1gee.:
ANYFUVOR :
Not valid with any other offers.
With Coupon. Expires 05-13-06.
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AVENGED SEVENFOLD, COHEED AND CAMBRIA AND HEAD
AUTOMATICA ROCK INTO THE UCF ARENA SATURDAY FOR
AN -UNPARALLELED MUSIC EXPERIENCE.

TONIGHT

Hand to
Hand

~·

Back Booth continues to
bombard you with more
bands than you could
possibly need; unless you're
a really needy person,that is.
Other bands tonight include
lhked in Blood, Beneath
These Words, Hope & Suicide
and Blueeyes for Deadskies.
Sounds like the bee5 knees.
()oors open at 8 p.m.407999-2570

.

TONIGHT

Alan Parsons
Live Project

Not sure who Alan Parsons is

Qr what project he is up to?
~k your parents; we're

pretty sure it's some sort of
h~vercraft. He5 a music

•

veteran, though, having
worked with the likes ofThe
Beatles and Pink Floyd.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m. at_
House ofBlues.407-934BLUE

TOMORROW

Clayton Hall

Former Future interviewee
Clayton Hall headlines just .
another fun night atthe
Social along with Gasoline
Heart and Pete Woj. Doors
open at 9 p.m.407-246- .
1419

Clockwise from top left, rock acts Coheed and Cambria, Head Automatica and Avenged Sevenfold are performing Saturday at the UCF Arena.The concert is sponsored by the House of Blues.

e

SATURDAY

Avenged
Sevenfold

•
•

SATURDAY

•

•

Cure for
Caska

Couldn't make into the
Social for the Clayton Hall
show?Wimp.Nah,just
kidding, go to.this show at
the Social instead, featuring
Cure for Caska, Memoranda
and Pemberley. Doors open
at 9 p;m.407-246-1419

DVD RELEASE FOR
WEEK OF APRIL 18

• Hostel
•

•

1

House of Blues presents
from the UCF Arena Avenged .
Sevenfold, Coheed and
Cambria and Head
Automatica. Procure your
tickets shortly because this
.show is almost too hot to
handle without some sort of
oven mitt.407-823-6006

Yes, Hostel is already out on
DVD despite being released
in January. We're not
complaining, though. Eli
Roth's sickening little film is
agem for horror fans, who
must love the current revival
of grind-house gore pictures.

BRANDON BIELICH
Staff Writer

This Saturday, three bands - Avenged
Sevenfold, Coheed and Cambria and Head
Automatica - will perform at the UCF
Arena

What should fans expect?
· "It might just be crazy enough to be one

of those rock shows that people remember,"
said Michael Todd, bassist for Coheed and
Cambria.
Avenged Sevenfold bassist Johnny
Christ said: "Our focus is 100 percent on the
show - and every show...we want to give
kids their money's worth,"
And you might just leani a song or two.
"We always give our all every night, so if
you come see us play, you're going to walk
away humming every song," said Daryl
Palumbo, singer and guitarist for Head

Automatica.
Still not sure about attending?
Here's a one-stop guide to this weekend's concert:

AVENGED SEVENFOLD:
The Band
Much has been said, both good and bad,
about the five-man band from Huntington
Beach, Calif.
,
Some say that singer M. Shadows, guitarists Synyster Gates and Zacky
Vengeance, bassist Johnny Christ and
drummer The Rev., spend more time partying than performing. But, . according to
Christ (born Johnathan Seward), the band
knows how to separate business from
pleasure.
"We'll never be partying or anything all
day long," Christ said. "We don't want to be
going out there because we've been drink-

ing all day and falling over on ourselves and
playing sloppily. We take pride in our show.
''.Afterward, we'll loosen up a little bit,
you know, and just have some fun."
A7X began as a group of high school pals
searching for their musical fix. In seven
years, the quintet has evolved from a hard. core/metal/screamo band, releasing three
albums on independent label Hopeless
Records, to its current form: a
metal/rock/not-so-screamo band, releasing
the album, City of Evil on Warner Bros.
Records.
The ll-track Evil spans 72 minutes, with
over half its songs topping six minutes in
length. And fans have noticed one major
difference when comparing the new record
to previous releases: Shadows no longer
screams - he sings.
PLEASE SEE A7X ON

l:lard rock heaven

UCF Arena
Avenged Sevenfold, Coheed and Cambria and
Head Automatica bring their MTV-friendly
hard rock ljve acts to the UCF Arena Sa~urday.
Tickets are $27.50 and available through
TicketMaster. Doors open at 6 p.m.'

"We always give our
all every.night •••
you're going to walk
away'humming
every song."
- DARYL PALUMBO
HEAD AUTOMATICA

B7

·Husband, wife indie act Mates of State put on a good show
The Social draws a solid
crowd for family band,
local favorites Courtneys

band Mates of State, which is growing in
· · popularity.
Winter Park natives Courtneys
opened the show, along with Saddle
Creek Records' Maria Taylor from
Omaha, Neb.
Mates of State members Kori GardenJAMIE SALMASIAN
er, vocals and organ, and Jason Hammel,
Contributing Writer
vocals and drums are married. The twoOn March 29, the Social was packed piece band's rich sound can trick a person
like a can of sardines. But all the hubub into thinking that it's a five-piece gror-p.
According matesofstate.com, the
wasn't just for any band.
This crowd was for the indie rock bands Web site, the band started out in

Mates of State

Bring It Back

The indie act, featuring husband and wife duo Jason Hammel and
Kori Gardener, released its eighth album on March 21 on the band's
new label Barsuk Records.
·

1997 when Gardener and Hammel moved
from the Midwest to California.
The couple played everywhere they
could and dedded to quit their jobs as a
teacher and a cancer researcher to pursue the band full time. In 2001, Gardener
and Hammel married and began touring

everywhere from the U.S. to Europe and
Japan. They had a daughter, Magnolia, in
the midst of touring and recording in
2004.
Mates of State have recorded eight
CDs, including My Solo Project, Team Boo
and All Day (EP), at Polyvinyl Records.
The couple also has a DVD, J\.vo of Us.
The band's newest CD release, Bring It
Back, came out on March 21, 2006 on a
new label, Barsuk Records, kno'wn for
PLEASE SEE

MATES ON B6
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. Metal Gear back with new titles
Classic video game franchise releases two more offerings
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. The "Metal Gear" series
:i pretty much invented a style of
I.

military action video sames
where sneaking around and a
1 sly sense of humor are at least
I as important as blasting away.
1
Two new editions to the
11 series make these contrasts
'· 1 exceptionally clear.
1,
"Metal Gear Solid 3: Subsis, tence... for the PlayStation 2
1: adds long-sought online multi!· player battles, while ."Metal
:: Gear Acid 2" for the PlaySta. tion Portable keeps things fun
1· and kitschy by including a 3-D
COURTESY KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT
viewer.
The "Metal Gear" franchise, featuring the main hero Snake, is responsible for starting the
Those who played last popular trend of milit~ry action games throughout the history of gaming consoles.
year's "Metal Gear Solid ~:
·Snake Eater" will find some- usual kill-or-be-killed death- it's a slower pace where you
match arena.
draw from a deck of cards that
1 thing oddly similar about
But I found the sneaking determine if you can evade or
i "Subsistence." That's because
and rescue missions particu- attack through treacherous
• it's the same game.
larly fun because they require warehouses and other enemy
Well, not entirely.
The $29.99, M-rated re- teamwork and fit perfectly into bastions.
After your move, the enerelease of sorts from Konami the game's stealth combat
mies all get a turn, and in that
Digital Entertainment-Ameri- design philosophy.
One caveat: though free so· way it's much like a chess game
ca has been reworked with
some worthwhile extras (and it long as you have the required _, just with machine guns and
is almost $20 cheaper than the · broadband Internet access, the stun grenades.
system for connecting and
The graphics this .time
original).
The single player experi- playing online · was rather around have been redone in a
ence is mostly unchanged - a clunky and prone to discon- cell-shaded, comic book style
that looked bright and clear on
good thing for one oflast year's nection in my experience.
"Subsistence" also includes the PSP's spacious screen.
best action games. ·
An in~luded paper and
Set in the 1960s during the two previously unreleased
height of the Cold War, you "Metal Gear" titles from the plastic accessory fits around
play as Snake, an American · last century for us old-school the PSP and lets viewers
superagent who must infiltrate gamers: "Metal Gear" and watch some of the game's
lengthy cutscene movies in
the Soviet Union and stop a "Metal Gear 2: Solid Snake."
"Metal Gear Acid 2" (M- full 3-D. But it's more of a gimnext-generation nuclear tank
that could tip the scales of war rated, $39.99) brings more of mick that anything and had me
the same turn-based strategy rubbing my eyes after only a
in Mother Russia's favor.
The onlme multiplayer to the PSP system as last year's few minutes.
Three stars out of four for
version, with only a few new
modes are completely new.
"Subsistence"; two and a half
You can do battle with as twists.
Compared to "Subsistence," stars for ·~cid 2."
many as seven others in the
11
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That's a wrap! Florida Film Festival touts variety of movies
141 films, both feature-length and short, were offered at the ·1sth annual event, which aired its
submissions at two different venues, the Enzian Theatre and Regal Winter Park Village 20
The 15th Annual Florida Film Festival had all the basic categories covered. There'sthe screwy crime caper (Matando Cabos),
the returning-home-to-find-yourself dramedy (Lonesome Jim),
the chronides of middle-aged women (Friends With Money), the
tender coming-of-age comedy (Duck Season), and the token
ensemble drama (Look Both Ways).
Two of those titles simultaneously fulfilled the foreign film
requirement,so,atthe very least, the Florida Film Festival appeared
to be awell-rounded program of independent film.
However, the FFF gang wasn't content with offering just the
· bare minimum in indie fare. Instead,it offered atotal of 141 films,
both feature-length and short, split between the EnzianTheatre
and the Regal Winter Park Village 20 and spread over the course of
10 days. The highlights included the hilarious teaching mocku-
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mentary Chalk, the Broadway documentary Showbusiness:ASeason to Remember, the taut thriller Hard Candy, the striking Lady
Vengeance and the lively crossword documentary Wordplay.
Swiftly selling out was the forum with eccentric writer/director John Waters, as well as regional premieres of Hard Candy,
Friends With Money, and Kinky Boots,among others.
Several shorts programs also attracted attention, as did the
midnight film selections and ahat-trick' of race-centric documen- ·
taries, including Dare Not Walk Alone, Purvis of Overtown, and the
superb The Trials of Darryl Hunt.
Overall,this year's Florida Film Festival was as smooth and satisfying as anyone could have hoped, and here'sto hoping that next
year can continue to raise the bar.
- WILLIAM GOSS

ORLANDO
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COURTESY LIONSGATE FILMS

Jennifer Aniston, top left, plays Olivia opposite Bob Stephenson as Marty, top right, in Friends With Money. Patrick Wilson
(Jeff Kohlver), above right, is tied up with co-star Ellen Page (Hayley Stark) in Hard Canoy.
.
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Mates plays array of songs from catalog
it by playing other old
favorites like "Ha Ha" and
signing other bands like Death "Fluke" off of its 2003 release,
Cab for Cutie and Rilo Kiley.
Team Boo, and "La'hov" off of
The 10-song CD is chock- its 2000 release, My Solo Profull of catchy, danceable tunes. · ject. Mates of State opened up
The band's first single, "Fraud with a new song called "Think
in the '80s,'' is the epitome of Long,'' the first track on Bring
this formula.
It Back. Gardener played the
Unfortunately, the band organ while singing in harmocouldn't play "Fraud in the ny with Hamm~l, who pound'80s" at its show at the Social ed on the drums.
because of some technical difSome members of Maria
ficulties with the band's key- Taylor even a_ppeared on stage
FROM

BS

of State while playing the tambourine.
Mates of State is in a league
of its own when it comes to its
music.
The
harmonies,
chords, and vocal patterns are
original and genuine.
Gardener and Hammel are
not only musicians, but entertainers who, according to their
biography, are described by
critics as "unabashed joy, honesty at( its best, a two-piece
with bans, and a band that you

,
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A 7X promises huge production, big surprises:

<t
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The show

After learning from doctors
that if he continued screaming,
he would have no voice left by
age 40, Shadows opted to
change his vocal ways. Now,
listeners will only find traces
of scre¥Jl.S on City ofEvil.
Many of A7X's songs feature lyrics based on stories
from the Bible. However, at
least one song off Evil does
not.
"M.l.A." deals with the
topic of war, but from a troop's
perspective. According to
Christ, the band has a couple
of longtime friends from
Huntington Beach who have
served in the U.S. military.
Their stories ultimately
spawned the lyrics' for the
song.
"One of them was in the
front lines of ..". everything and
luckily" nothing happened to .
him, Christ said. "We were
very happy to hear him come
back ... .he's one of our best
friends."
Christ said the song is neither pro- nor antiwar; it is simply about those who have
experienced war; some returning home safely, others not.
The band's unique style
shows through on every song,
and don't be surprised if you
hear hear a sudden burst of
classical Flamenco guitar in
the midst of a chorus or guitar
solo in a Avenged Sevenfold
song.
"That's Synyster Gates,"
Christ said with a laugh. "You
know, we like to have fun with
our writing process too.
"It can't be all serious."
~------··---·--··--····-··-·--·-····-·····-

J

Christ described A7X's
show as a "huge productioQ"
with plenty of "hidden surprises" that he cannot rev~al
just yet.
"Fans will have to expect
something they won't soon
forget, I can tell you that
much,'' he said.

COHEED AND CAMBRIA:
The band
Not only is Coheed and
Cambria a rock band from
New York, but Coheed and
Cambria are also two characters in a progressive, sciencefiction story developed by
singer and guitarist Claudio
Sanchez.
According to Sanchez,
Coheed and Cambria are parents destined to sacrifice
three of their four children, in
hopes of saving the world
from disease.
The band's albums collectively tell the story of Coheed
and Cambria. Its latest record,
Good Apollo, I'm Burning Star
V - Volume One: From Fear
Through the Eyes of Madness,
is the first album in the saga
writt~ from the viewpoint of
"the writer."
Sound complicated? Don't
worry.
According to Todd, it's OK
if fans can't grasp the Coheed
and Cambria concept.
"It's still rock n' roll," he
said. "I think the cool thing
about this band and the concept is that if you listen to the
songs; you don't really have to
get into the story because the
songs can kind of stand on
their own.

... ···········-·...

"If somebody heard our
record and didn't know it was
a concept record, I don't think
they would be able to tell."
Todd said that only
Sanchez had a clear idea of
how the story would progress
when he first pitched the idea
to his fellow bandmates
including Todd, guitarist
Travis Stever and drummer
Joshua Eppard.
The band had just finished
its meeting with independent
record label Equal Vision Columbia Records has since
signed Coheed - and needed
a nanie for the group. While
driving arqund Albany, N.Y. in
Stever's car, Sanchez suggested the name Coheed and
Cambria and then also the
idea of a progressive story
connected· throughout the
records.
"We decided to go for it,'' ·
Todd said. "We thought it was
different enough and that it
might be cool."
Todd said the band members talk about the story casually as a group of friends and
sometimes even ask Sanchez
about the meaning of different
songs during practice.
While the band looks to
Sanchez for insight into the
story, Coheed and Cambria
fans continuously flood message boards, analyzing each
song and offering their own
takes on the meaning of the
epic narrative.
"We were kind of hoping
that there'd be a couple cats
that would want to dig deeper
into the project,'' Todd said.
'~d it's been happening; it's
kind of awesome."

The show
Coheed and Cambria's
stage show includes a 14-foot
functional guillotine, projected images and video of characters from the sci-fi story and,
according to Todd, lots oflaser
lights and smoke.

HEAD AUTOMATICA:
The band
Daryl Palumbo began as
singer for the Long Island, NY.
hardcore outfit Glassjaw.
However, in 2002, Palumbo
said he began writing songs
that didn't seem to fit Glassjaw's heavier style. They were
more like "pop punk" songs·.
"I knew I wouldn't be able
to use that-material for Glassjaw," he said. "[But] I just came
up with so much material,
enough to do a record."
So Palumbo decided to
start a side project, which
became Head Automatica.
After securing a spot on Warner Bros. Records, he purchased
some beats from producer
Dan "The Automator" Nakamura and worked with drummer Larry Gorman to create
Head Automatica's first
album, Decadence.
Palumbo said he then set
out to complete the hand's
lineup. After various lineups,
he settled on the current
group, consisting of Gorman,
Jessie Nelson on keyboard,
Jarvis Morgan Holden on bass
and guitarist Craig Bonich.
After touring to promote
Decadence with the five-piece
lineup, Head Automatica
began working on its followup record, Popaganda.
Palumbo described Deca-

The show
· Fans will not have to wait

two months to hear songs fror
Popaganda. According t
Palumbo, Head Automatica wi
debut about four or five song
from the new album at the shm
Saturday.
A limited amount of ticket
still remains for Saturday'
show; tickets are $27.50 plu
charges and are available at a:
TicketMaster locations. Door
open at 6 p.m. To purchase tick
ets online, visit: http://~ ·
TicketMaster .com.
·
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FREEPOOl ~
ON THURSDAYS
Tues. Nights
$2 Pitchers &
$3 Jager a·ombs

.._..... ···-·· ··-···----····-·-·-------·-··-

1000/o FREE ONLINE DATING

~

I

1 A full featured Dating Site like Yahoo and
IMatch.coml No Trial Periodl No Restrlctfonsl
_It really Is 100% FREEi Join and use lnstantlyl
Sign up and meet that special someonel
:Join Nowi

dence as "relatively power pop"
but said Popaganda, which hits
stores June 6, is predominantly
power pop.
"I think it's a totally different
record [in that] it's definitely
more band-related,'' he said.
"That's real important for the
sound.
"Because when you have a
solid lineup, you're going to
write different music."

M.YAreaSingles.com

Absolutely No Charges - No Credit Card Required

• Phat Pyrex Pipes
•Wood Pipes
• Metal Pipes
• Sherlocks/Bubblers

•"Detoxify" Cleaners
·Scales
• Hookahs
• Home Brewing Kits

• Hand Blown Glass
·Ceramics/Acrylics
• Incense/Pipe Cleaner
• Body Jewelry
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FRESH ' SALADS

AND

SUCH

You came to Orlando to learn new things, party, meet new
people, party, expand your understanding, party, and receive the
education you need to make your way in the world. Right?
Okay, here's your first lesson. Eat right and stay healthy.
Th.e infirmary is no fun.
Best way to eat right (and save money) is to come to Crisp~rs.
We've got incredible garden fresh gourmet salads, hearty stacked
sandwiches, wraps, soups, gumbos, chowders, and,
for the occasional splurge, a selection of desserts, sundaes, mi lk
shakes, and frozen treats that will knock your socks right off
your feet. If you happen to be wearing socks.
Better yet- we now offer a huge selection of
delicious HOT entree items.
Example: our Big BIG baked potato, covered in all kinds
of yummy stuff, like pot roast, Tex-Mex chicken, and more.
Plus there's a variety of flat breads with toppings that are great
as a snack or a complete meal. Then, we've got new
HOT toasted sandwiches, which includes
the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably.

Plenty to eat, and it's all good.
Plus, you'll SAVE $2 on
any hot menu item you order
over $4.99.
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436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.

WI TE P. RK
ph ( 407) 6 73-41 00

This coupon gives yo u $2 OFF
\ \ ~~~
any of our flat bread, pota~to,
, ~'( .. _~
or to~sted s~ndwich
'~<~
creations priced
~
1
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hot!

ONE OFFER PER COUPON.
ONE COUPON PERYISIT. EXPIRES 4-27-06.

MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

------------2-80

ftEGAL 10
WATERl'OftO THl.AT"ES
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Purchase any menu item
over $4.99 and receive

A LAFAYA
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436

SEMORAN BLVD.

To see all ourfmenu selections,

.
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NE OFFER PER COUPON.
ONE COU PON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 4-27-06.
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l\llAZDA
"BUMPER TO BUMPER"
LIMITED WARRANTY
48 MONTHS OR 50,000 MILES

MAZDA

ROADSIDE
ASSISTANCE ·

TE.ST DRIVE AMAZDA TODAY.
•
AM/FM/CD, Power Windows,
Power locks, Keyless Entry,
Automatic, Air Conditioning

WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

,,

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

..

Air Conditioning, .4 \Y:heel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tiit Steering Wheel

•

FROM ONLY

Madel Code:05716

$

A/C, AUTO, P.ower Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CD Player

Stk #6L491789
Stk #6L520249

+

,
~1

••
•

++

,

Model Code:42216

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels

•

FROM ONLY

2006 MOTOR TREND
SPORT/UTILITY
OF THE YEAR.
4X4, Power locks; Power Windows,
Cruise Control, Keyless Entry and
Alarm, A/C; AM/FM/CD,
Rear Bumper Steps

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

f

Save Up To

+

Model Code:04316

;,

,

OFF

A/C, CD, Alloy Wheels,
Power Windows, Power Locks,
Power Brakes,

MSRP
FROM ONLY

+

...

'Cash back from Nissan on new 2005/2006 Attimas, 2005/2006 Pathfinders, 2005/2006 Xterras, 2005/2006 Sentras and 200S/2006 Frontiers \Including Crew Cab). Offers expire on
June 30, 2006. Cannot be combined with other offers. ~Deferred interest added to contract balance and payable over remaining contract tel!I\. New purchases on~. Subject to crecfrt approval.
Not available in Pennsylvania. See Nissan dealer for details. Nissan, the Nissan Brand Symbol, NMAC and Nissan model names are Nissan trademarks. ©2006 Nissan North America, Inc.
" 3S.monlh closed.end lease with $2,500 tolal due at lease inception, which includes: F~st payment of $199, security depos~ of $0, and cash or trii:le equity of S2,301. All advertised prong does no! indude

lax or tag. 12,000 m~es per year. any overage will be $0.15 per mile. W~ app1oved credit lo qualified buyers, 640 Beacon Credit Score required. Severity ol credit may affect down payment and APR. NI
bankruptcies must be discharged. +Sa\ings based on dealer discount and/or factory rebate Example: 2006 Nissan Xterra SE (MSRP of $28,745) includes factory rebate of $1,000 and/or dealer discount of
$2,500. 2006 Nissan Xterra sale price $25,245. ++All prices plus tax, tag, ~nd title.All rebates and incentives assigned to dealer. All offers not lo be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale.
Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is incltxled in advertised prices

+All prices ~us tax, tag, and title. Must finance lhrough dealer to qualify for $1,000 rebate.++ All prices plus tax, tag, and title. Must finance Mazd11Trtbute lhrough Mazda American Credit to
qualify for $500 cash for MAC. All rebates and incentives ass~ned to dealer. All offeis not to tie used in con~nction. All vehicles subject to prtor sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only.
Not responsible for ~pographical errois.
\
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SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9• Sat 9-8• Sun 11-6
SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 8-5

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9• Sun 11-6
SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 8-5

NISSAN

MAZDA

H WV 436 Betw-n Colonial a: University Blvd. Next to Classic Mazda East

HWY 436 Between Colonlal & University Blvd. Next to Classic Nissan

1-888-NEW-NISSAN

1-800-639-7000

Www.classicnissan.com

•I

:1.-888-639-6477

·w ww.classicmaz:da.com

Go Knight

•

•

g
mazaa·

Go KniJJhts!
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By Phone: 407-447-4555
By Fax: 407-447-4556
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. Sun. for Mon. issue
9 a.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

Discover, Cash, Check

VISA, MC, AMEX,

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Phone, Fax, In Person:
5 p.m. Fri. for MoI]- issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES

·

Rm
li)O Help Wanted: General
125 HelpWanted: Part-Time
150 HelpWanted:Full-Time
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent Apartm'ents
250 Roommates
275 Sllblease
300 For Sale: Homes

c
c
c

B
B
B

'A

A
B

Rm
325 for Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale:-Oeneral
375 ForSale: Pets
400 Services
500 Announcements
600 Travel'
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B

A
A

e·
A
B

8
8
8

Rate A

RateB

Rate(

$6

59

$}8

First issue:
Each addl issue:

$}2
$6
s4
• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and fast Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
~ Enter and view dassifi~d ads online 24 hours a day

\

~ HELP WANTED:
~General
Earn over $40,000/year by
Helping Me Build My Cosmetic Practice!
Self-motivated, ethical, driven individual
with an appealing, professional
presentation for outside medical sales.
Gets leads by planning and face-to-face
cold calling. If you think you have w.hat it
takes, write me and tell me, "Why You
Would Be An Asset To My Team I" No
phone callsl No Resumes! Fax/Mail Your
Response To:
Dr. D.L. Cantrell, M.D.
1954 W SR 426, #1112; Oviedo,FL 32765
Fax: 407-359-5554

MARKETING FIRM: Junior

Childcare needed, ~efore and after
children's school and full-time for
summer. Exp & references necessary.
Please leave a message at 407-649-6571

TWO MEN AND A TRUCK.
"Movers Who Care:

4031·8 fo~yth Rd.· WinterPa1Ul 32792

Business capital to invest
I am looking for the brightest and best
young entrepreneurs who want to .
earn a sweat equity position In their
own business. Email me @
flabusinessplans@yahoo.com

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. i:ralning Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Valet parking supervisors needed.
$10-13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3:;?96
Hiring All Kitchen Positions
Apply in Person Between 2-4 PM M-Th
@Lazy Moon. 12269 University Blvd.
Across from UCF.

Graduating Soon?

Student Loan Scaring You?
Apply Today! Star~ Monday!

Inbound Calls
Debt Consolidation
• $8-$12 per hr./0.0.E.
•Personality a must
• Great'for studf!pts
• FlexU51e hours"

.

..

v

·Less Spending Money!
Come earn some extra cash!
• Flexible AM & PM Schj!dules
• Paid Training
• Guaranteed Base Wage Per Hour
•Incentive Programs
• Business Casual Environment ·

1\vo Men and a Truck Is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
resldentlaVcommerclal customers.
Must be neat ln 'appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work
ethic, & exc. customer skllls. We
offer excellent wages + tips &
bonuses. Ask about our "stay the
summer" hiring bonus for'FT!
407-852-1777. We are located at:
4031-B Forsyth Rd.
Winter Park, FL 32792
Cooks, Experienced Pizza Makers
Wanted foe Vlvona's Fine Italian
Pizzeria. FIT. 407-314-8563.
ask for Nick.
Enthusiastic Babysitter Occasionally
Needed for 2. girls, toddler & 3 year old.
Located in Avalon Park. Education
major or related field preferred.
Call Suzanne at 407-384-4470.

•

~

~

Ghirardelli Soda Fountain & Chocolate Shop is looking for outgoing,
friendly, energetic, professional people to ~-erve, merchandise, and sell our
legendary line of ice cream, chocolate confections'. and retail producrs.
We have posirions <tv11ilable for:
I

~

UJ

Q
~

<
~

• Servers/Buss
• Greeter/Retail

•Fountain
•Cashier

We have positions open for all shins including opening and closing shifrs
on weekdays and weekends. Perfocr oppMtunity fot those looking for
supplemental .income! \X'c offer 'Flexible Hours, Competir.ive Wages srarring
at up ti> $9.50hr, a Generous Employee Discount, and a Fun Armosphcrc! .

If you love to work with the public, have a passion for chocolate and a
love of ice cream, then this is the place for you!

Apply in Person - 3 days only!
Thur. April 20 - Sat. April 22
·
· llam - 6pm
Be Dressed to Impress and Prepared to Interview

Ghirardelli Soda Fountain & Chocolate Shop
1710 E. Buena Vista Dr., Disney MarketpJace
Lake Buena Vista, Fl 32830
.

No pho11t ctJ/ls pktJ!e

~

~·

GHIRARDELLI.
C:HOCOLATK

C,.?

Visit us onlioe at www.ghira~delli.com
Ghimrdelli is an EOE

Help Wantedl College aged counselors,
Camp Weklva, residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 10·24th
Girls June 24th·July 22nd. $240/wk.
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.net
Downtown law firm seeking fife clerk.
M·F, flexible hours. Please fax resumes
to 407·841 ·9726 Attn: Julio Martinez
DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED
Tues & Fri. Flex hrs, 12·7pm. "Great
Pay" No exp necessary. Must have own
vehicle. The Healthy Chef, Inc.
407-339-2433
Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live In Waterford Lakes, UCF, and
Oviedo areas. $10.00/hr. 407-276-2881
PIT and FIT Positions Available ·
Looking for Male or Female
companions to work w/ special needs
adults. Flex. hours. 407·334·5n1
Summer Jobs. Campaign Work.
M·F 3-9pm. $9 plus an hr. FT/PT. '
407-835-3569
HIRING CAMP COUNSELORS! ·
Come make a difference in the life of·
an adult or
child with a dlsablllty. Resldentlal
. Counselors
needed, salary plus room/board. Apply
today and start
your adventure on May 21stll For more
Info or to apply
please visit our website at:
www.campchallengefl.com or call 352·
383-4711.

Auto
Trader
Contract .NEf progratt1tt1ers wat1ted
to create it1ternet applications

•Paid per applicatiott!
•Work fro* ho*e!
Contact: Sean Hovater
866-531-5298 Ext.2962

sea .•hovater@traderonlin~com

'sonny's Real Pit Bar-B-Q will be taking
applications for all positions at its new
Oviedo location beginning March 27th at
7460 Dover Garden Ln.(off Red Bug Rd.,
between Lowe's and Slavia Rd.)Please
stop by Mon-Fri 10-8; Sat-Sun 10-3/EOE

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

NANNY WANTEDL'ooking for assistance with 2 young
children. Live in preferred.
Call 407-443-6111 to discuss.

' Looking for Outgoing PT Valets
Must be professional and responsible.
Pay starting at $9/hr. lmmed openings.
Apply online @ parkwayvalet.com

Make Your Own hours
Hiring for all positions. Vacation Register
is looking for dialers, closers, and a
receptionist. You make your own hours
and dress is casual. If you are looking for
a fun place to work then give
Tom a call at 1-888-226-1055 or
407-809-1087.

NANNY WANTED!
M·F,3:30-6:30
2 kids
Paid wkly+rm & bd
Ovledo,close to UCF
Big house,pool, privacy
Car & ref a must
Party anlmals need not apply
407-366-6522 or
dflorence@cjw-assoc.com
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100'1o FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.

Hiring Camp Counselors
Make a Difference!! Residential
camp for adults and children with
dlsabllltles. Start your adventure
· May 21st. www.camp.c hallengefl.com
352-383-4711
CIVIL ENGINEER
Positlon avail for entry level civil engineer
to work on commercial projects. ..
Responsibllltles will Incl drainage and
utility design, permit coordination and
client con.tact. Please fax resume to HB
Associates, LLC at 407-740-7900

NOW HIRING FOR IVIOES
SOUTHWEST GRILL
Now hiring for our university & .
Goldenrod store. 1O·minutes from
UCF. Hiring full & Part time help.
Hiring experienced shift managers.
Training starts ASAP. Apply at the
UCF store between 2·4 p.m.
Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FIT, PIT.
$11.00-$13.00/hr.
Also searching for office manager
FIT PIT, $8·$10/hr
Call 407-699•1992 or fax 407-699-8103
www.sharksandmlnnows.com

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 30 and
leaves Wednesday, August 2.

'

PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeVKennel Exp. a plusl
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e"mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

INTERNS WANTEDI
Accounting and Bookkeeping firm in
Orlando seeks Interns interested in
hands-on learning experience. Work
directly under company President. Email
interns@belovedbookkeeping.com.

Commissioned Sales $60k In the Home
Improvement Field
We are growing our team and need 2
proven professionals Immediately. You
must have skills and experience In short
selllng cycles and In home sales with a 1call close. Dally activities Include
prospecting, canvassing, cold calling,
appointments and closing. $60K In the
first year ts reasonable for those willing
to do the work. You must be a self
starter and be wllllng to learn, have good
communication skills, customer follow-up
and customer satisfaction. Fax 1 page
typed summary of skills and experience
to 321-281-0297

•

.

MALE AND FEMALE
ATHLETIC/CREATIVE CAMP
COUNSELORS needed for co-ed, girls
and boys camp In NV, PA and New
England. No experience necessary.
Salary, travel, free room and board,
Internships;
Jobs are limited! Apply today
www.summercampemptoyment.com.
800 443-6428 Carolyn

Houlihans now hiring cooks,
qishwashers, & prepers. PT/FT. Equal
Opportunity Employer. Next to Panera.
11448 University Blvd. 407-770-6990
Apply in person between 2-5pm.

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED

Executives. No Experience, but
seeking Jt? Marketing firm seeks
energetic people to train In all areas of
marketing, sales, advertising & PR.
College Grads & Summer Interns
encouraged. All Positions are for the
Jacksonvllle location.
Call Randy @ 904-425-3563

Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

Inbound Calls
Vacation Pros
• $9/hr. +commission
• Personality a must
• Great for students
• Flexible hours ·

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happenl Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
.
$3,000 c6mpensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

• 2 sepaJ~te shifts q;vailabie,

Servers and Delivery Drivers
needed for Pizzeria Valdlano Baldwin
Park location. PT/FT. Benefits avail.
for FT. Exp. req. Call Joe 407-895-0025

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE
at Florida Hospital Celebration
Health Is conducting a study for
women comparing the effects of
sweetened beverages on energy
regulatlon

Participants Rece!ve
• $300.00
•
•

Health Screening
Complete Blood Work

To qualify you must be
female, overweight,
between 20-60 years of
age and otherwise healthy.
You must be able to
participate in 2 (50-hour)
overnight stays.

Call Toda

407- 30

Sears In Florida Mall now hiring for loss
prevention, commission sale's, receiving,
cashiers, MCA, and office asst. PfT only.
M/F. Apply online at www.sears.com
or in-store. EOE
Athletic Male Models/Actors Sought
Must be open-minded and outgoing.
Excellent starting & escalating pay.
Weekend work for wrestling promotion.
No exp. necessary. Cole 407-497-8009.
FT/PT Help ts needed at our 3 locations
for Sunshine Hydroponics Garden
Center. Plant maintenance & retail duties
apply. Must have an Interest in growing
and caring for plantsl $8-$12/ hr.
Call Peter at 407-830.-4769

Sales I Marketing Rep
FLChildcare.com. Set own hours. Work
from home. Great payl Great cause! 407427-6913, ask for Andrea

Summer Jobs ·
• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 5 - July 22. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1.-800-523-1673 ext. 251 or
352-669-9443 ext. 251. r

OTHER POSITIONS:

REFRIGERATION TECH &MAINTENANCE
SECURITY SUPERVISOR

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• free admission
•free quarterly tickets

• college tuition assistance

• referlal bonuses
• flexible hours
• and more

FOOD &BEVERAGE CASHIERS & COOKS
FRONT GATE/GIFT SHOP - CASHIERS

~hltfld HUMAN RESOURCES
6100 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE • ORLANDO, FL l2819
(407)354-2085 •FAX (407)345-1005

MRY

OPPORTUNITY

UNDER THE

Apply onllne at wetnwlldorlando.com,
call our Job line at (407)248·1600,
Email hr@Wetnwlldorf.com or visit our Human Resources
Department daily between 9AM and 4PM

l
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\

Attend a presentation:
UCF Rosen College of Hospitality Management
~ril 17 at 2 p.m. or 5 p.m. in Room 206
Aprll 18 at 2 p.m. or 5 p.m. in Room 206

Classy HomesNacation
Homes of all sizes I Bullt In 2005-06
Near UCF, Oviedo, Maitland, Orlando,
Kissimmee, Davenport. Starting at
$1400/mo. Share the most luxurious
homes w/ others on a joint -lease. We
match you w/ other professionals &
pay referral rewards. rent entire ho111e
or share for $395·900/mo.
http://Nancepropertylnvestments.com
407-891-1250 or 407-716-0848

JUMp start your career \IVhile learning from professionals in the

Hospitality Industry. Put your classroom theory to practice
e reaJ workplace while getting paid in a 9-month work

Available August
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
$925/mo. Call 407-496-0888.
;

EOE• Drawing Creativity from Diversity• C> Disney

UCF - BRAND NEW TOWN HOUSE
3/2.5 Qn preserve w/ garage & W/D in
Hawthorne Glen . 1/4 mi away from UCF,
Publix, & shops. Available immediately. .
$1,600/mo. Call 561-248-4544
412.5 Home for rent in Eastwood
Community off Lake Underhlll. 2 car
garage. 2400 sq.ft. Waterfront
property, golf course community.
$1645/mo. Utll. not Incl. Cats only.
Call 617-n1-0979

ARTIST'S MODEL
Experienced ethical and reliable model
needed for well established
artist/photographer. Contact Julie
407-629-6308 or julie@jamali.com

I\

G:r
EQUAL H'OUSIJilQ

OPPORTUNITY

u

PIT Nanny Needed.

or\ando's •1 Adult Club
Now looking for new talent!

24 hrs/wk. Flex. schedule. Infant exp.
needed. 3 children. Background check
·wm be req'd. Pay ls negotiable.
Call 407-658-0755

BABYSITIER NEEDED for a

J

toddler. Near Downtown. M,T,Th 2pm-5:30pm. Exp. pref. $8/hr. 407-894-5447
954-817-0661. jwise@hillandponton.com

l

SWIM INSTRUCTOR NEEDED

1f you have the "look", make
great money with it.
j
($150-$400+ per shift)

flexible hours, both day
I·Very
and night shifts.

1j·Must be outgoing, and love to
have fun!
•Stop by and check us out~ or call
for info.

407-281-0120
5221 E. Colonial Dr.
(between 436 and Fashion Square Mall)

One man business, expanding slowly
and offering seasonal position from
May-Aug. for teaching private swim
lessons to ages 3-12. Lessons and
water safety taught weekday
mornings and early afternoons
(possible evenings) In various pools
In SW Orlando as well as private
residences. Must have reliable
transportation and be wllllng to obtain
a national certification. Must be
Imaginative, energetic, punctual,
responsible, self-motivated, analytical
and planning to remain In Orlando
until Oct. 2007. Call 407-251-9869.
Looking for PIT babysitter for one year
old. Mon-Fri. 3 to 7p.m. by UCF area.
Must have your own car. Experience
req'd. Call 407-380-1268.

Pay for your Education from equity In
a home whlle bulldlng credit. Pay off
high credit cards, consolldate debt..
For any Realtor I Lending concerns
contact Melissa 407-923-9281
Brand New House For Rent. Lease
terms 6 months- a year. 312. 1700 sq.ft. Waterford Trans subdivision at
Avalon Park Blvd. 1O mins from
Waterford Lakes. 15 mlns from UCF. ·
Community has pool. $1400/mo
Including w/d and all appliances.
407-491-6269 or 407-765-9968
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avall rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
REIM~ 200 Realty

'

1/1 Condo Avall. Univ. & Semoran.
$625/mo. Includes water.
407-898-9010 x504

•I

mi1 HELP WANTED:
~Full-Time

CQfe f'cn1u1ac'5

~~~~~~~~-

IT~LJAN EA"tERY

Calling all experienced SERVERSll
Successful, family owned ITALIAN
Restaurant located in Oviedo. Now
HIRING for all shifts, BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and DINNER. Must have reliable
transportation, clean presentation &
appearance, willing to work & make $!
Apply at in person at 1 003 Lockwood
Blvd, Oviedo b/w 2pm-4pm. Daily.

A UNIQUE AND FUN JOB!
FT/PT. We can work around your .
school schedule. Free admission to
area attractions, complimentary
tickets. We are looking for friendly,
responsible, honest people. We will
train. Call for Interview b/w 11am &
8pm. Universal Cltywalk.
Get Wired, Inc. 407-903-1633
Disabled female student seeks assistant
to attend class, take notes, assist w/
daily activities, & help w/ research in the
library. Position needed for
Summer/Fall/Spring Semesters. Starts
June 26th. Approx. 20 hrs/wk. Will vary
per semester. $8/hr. Call Anna
407-847-0788 annameeks@cfl.rr.com

.,,
Accounting Assistant
Central Florida's leading multi-brand
distributor of Miiier, Coors, and
'Import beverages Is currently
accepting resumes/applications for
Accounting Assistant. Qualified
candidate will have responsibllitles
consisting of processing payments
and collections and entering pricing
and discounts. Experience In
general ledger, proficiency In Excel,
detail oriented, and an eye for
accuracy required. Four year
degree a plus. Hiring range Is
$27K-30K. Monday - Friday
schedule with a great benefits
package.

.,

Apply in person or submit resume to:
Schenck Company
3861 Shader Road
Orlando, FL 32808·
res'ume@schenckco.com
FAX 407- 532-8796'
EOE I DRUG FREE WORKPLACE

• Fully furnished
·Resort style
swimming pool
• All inclusive rent*

Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
· inquiry to 407-938-9057

•

*Some restrictions may apply

407.382.4114

Business capital to invest
I am looking for the brightest and
best young entrepreneurs who want
to earn a sweat equity position In their
own business. Emali me @
flabuslnessplans@yahoo.com
CORPORATE REAL ESTATE
SERVICES PROVIDER SEEKING
PART TIME SALES ASSOCIATE WHO
DESIRES TO BREAK INTO THE
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
INDUSTRY. Modest Base, plus
bonuses. E mall resume or profile to
jyork@yorkpropertycompany.com
Enhance your inner and outer beauty w/
~enomenal products and also have
, pot~ntial to earn a 211_?..i_nc;_~~e..:. __

.,

Apply online today

·

www.collegeparkwe~.com

1 bed/1 bath in beautiful Avalon Park.
41Washer/dryer In unit. All utilities paid
including cable and internet. Includes
resort style clubhouse with fitness center,
pool and spa, tennis and basketball
courts. Available May 1. ·
$750 mo/$250 deposit 407-690-2328

N/S, M/F needed to share 3/2 home
with nice,clean,quiet malll'I Private
rm/bath,walkln closets,internet,cable,phone,etc.Great House and safe area
w/2 pools. 10 mins to UCFI
$600/month inc all. Avail nowl Tim at
321-7§9-7382
.

Condo 4 Rent • newly renovated 111
with fplc/pooVgym/gated. $750 per
month. Located on Redbug Lk Rd.
In Casselberry. Call (321) 689·56~6
Hey, UCF Students.
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWNI
The Crest at Waterford Lakes Is offering
1, 2, and 3 BR Condos.
Just $2500 down, no closing cost.
Minutes from campus. 407-737·0529
www.thecresllife.com
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
. 8n-367-7368 or Visit WWW.SUBLET.COM
312 Condo For Rent in Waterford Lakes.
Upgrades include granite counter tops,
new appliances & hardwood floors.
$1300/mo Includes cable, high speed
internet & phone. Call 407-451-5137

Summer HousJng at U·House!

•

•

•

•
•

$400/mo. Common area fully furnished.
All amenities included, free shuttle!
"Male only - 305 338 2489
One mile from UCF. 2bd/2ba Duplex.
Felice. 1Ox20 Storage. Washer/Dryer.
Ideal for two students.
osb32816@bellsouth.net

10 MINUTES TO UCF
Looking for female roommate. 1 room
available in a quiet 4/2 furnished house.
$275/mo + 1/4 util. All house privileges.
No pets, N/S. 12mo lease. 407-319-3751.
4bed/2batli house,8 mins to VCC 11 mins
to UCF, gated community, community
pool, nicely furnished and decorated,
looking for 1 or 2 roommates by May.
Female students only
Fully furnished room w/ economic
efficiency in Waterford Lakes. 4 min from
UCF w/ private entrarrce. Comm. pool,
etc. $525/mo. 1st and last. $200 dep.
All util incl. Call 407-758-3939.
FURNISHED HOUSE TO SHARE
4 br/2 BA, all rms furnished like a dorm.
Mins from UCF. Ample Parking, includes
cable, internet, appliances, utilities incl
up to $150. Avail Now. 407-641-5782
Female Roommate needed by May 1st
for a 4/2 house in a nice subdivision,
2 miles from UCF. $350/mo + util. N/S.
Call Dina 321-689-6848
Female Roommate - 412.5 House In
Ashlngton Park· 2 ml from UCF
$375/mo + 1/4 util. Move In May 1st·
Call Jessica 321·693·53n

•

Room for Rent In House, UCF 1Om ins.
10X8 $325-$275, 11X11 $400-$350,
$150 sec.dep. all utilities included
Call Steve 407-267-4982
.F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartment
Dean Rd, Avail Now, N/S, no pets.
$450 including utilities. 407-243-2630
or KellyRoop@hotmail.com
Loo~ing for a great place?
3 .bedrooms available in 2828 sq. ft. new
house in Avalon Lakes. 2 w/ shared bath
at $510 each. 1 w/ private bath at $640.
Includes utilities. Close to pool, gym, &
tennis courts. Available August 2nd. M
or F. Call Lindsay @(407)221-0066.

One responsible Female roommate
needed to share furnished 212 w/ one
graduate female $312.5 rent+ water,
electricity. Call Julia 407-482-4501
2/2 Apt w/ swimming pool area & gym.
$520/mo plus electricity. Alafaya & Lake
Underhill (5 miles from UCF) Call
407-733-3387. josephjawad@gmail.com
1 F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 in Oviedo.
Nice neighborhood, beautiful house, 7
mir\s from UCF. $550/mo, all utilities inc.
Call 786-344-3221
Room avall. In Beautiful home In
Avalon. Park. 1o mlns from UCF. All
. utllltles Incl. High speed wireless, all
cable, furnished opt., private bath,
walk-In closet, 17X19 ft. loft. $650/mo.
Avall May 1. Short term lease avall.
Call 850-291·3183
1 room available in 3/2 home. 2 min from
UCF and Valencia. In the Dean road
area. all util. incl.+ satellite and DSL.
$425/month. Call Hassan 407-575-5133
2 Ams. Avail in a 3/2 home off University.
7 mins from UCF. Professional & relaxed
students wanted. $525/mo util. incl.
cable, wireless internet, w/d.
407-617-0805

Rooms for Rent in Eastwood
Golt Community I Rybolt's Preserve.
$400/mo + utlt. and share bath.
$550/mo + util. private bath.
CaU 954·436-8924

$390/mo sublease at Pegasus Point in
4/2 bedroom. Free internet, cable,
gym, pool, UCF shuttle, utilities, and
very nice roommates. Call Zhen at 954336-1619
212 In Pegasus Pointe. Female
Roommate Needed May 1.July 31.
'$450 moves you In and pays Mays
rent. $550 June/July. All Utllltles
Included. Call Mary 407-926-2882
A 1/1 in a 3/3 avail ASAP in Pegasus
Landing. Very clean and unfurnished.
$51 Olmo. M only. Utilities included,
internet, w/d, cable, gym, and pool. No
move in or transfer fees. Call Stefan
407-362-2816.
· A 1/1 in a 3/3 available ASAP. Lease
ends at the end of July. $545/mo
includes all utilities. Village at Alafaya
Club. F 18-21 only please. W/D, walk·
in closet, priv. bath, shuttle service.
$300 sec. deposit that you WILL GET
BACK at the end of the !easel
Call Lindsey 954-444-9348
AVAILABLE ASAP! 1 RM avail. in a 4/4
Pegasus Landing. Util., cable,internet,
pool, gym, shuttle all incl. No transfer
fee. Call 352-551-4131
Bedroom in 4/2 for release in Pegasus
Pointe for 2006-2007 year. Rent
$470/month. Cable, HBO, internet,
utilities included! UCF shuttle Contact
386-237-1073.

Boom for rent in ,312 home in Ashington
Park. New & clean, 5 min from UCF, In
quiet community. Avoid traffic. Hi spd
internet, wireless, cable. $450/month
util incl. Call 407-59.5-1183.

Summer Sublease May 1-July 31.
1 room avail. in a 212 in Pegasus
Landing. all util. incl. $560/mo. F only.
973-296-9994
Summer Sublease
May, June, July. 1 room in a 3/3 at
Northgate Lakes. $450/mo. All util incl.
Call Luigi, at 561-315-0989
Female looking for summer living? A 1/1
in a 4/4 in Pegasus Landing. 20 feet from
the poo! & gym. Great shuttle service.
Lease from May to end of July. $475
(great dispountl) a month. Util. included.
Contact Rachael at 727-515-7680.

Female Roommate wanted. Private bed
• & bath. Share kitchen & facilities.
$375/mo includes utilities. Near Alafaya
and E. Colonial. Call 407-249-4969

Need Place to Stay for Summer?
May/June-July 31. Apt in Pegasus
Landing. $510/mo (negotiable). Cable,
internet, shuttle Included. 954-665-6471

Two Roommates Wanted for
*FABULOUS New• 312.5 Townhouse
• at Waterford Lakes VIiias. 3 mlns
from UCF, huge rooms, gated
w/pool. Avall. ASAP. Please Call
407-666-9531

...

Rooms for rent- M/F·in beautiful home
behind UCF, in Tanner Crossings.
Avoid traffic no more then 5 mins away
from UCF. $500 Includes all utilities,
high speed internet/wireless opt, cable,
& W/D. Close to pool, in sale/quiet
neighborhood. Call Rafael @
954-648-9594

Room for Rent - Male Only
In 3/2 home 10 min fr campus.Tiled
floors In great rm, fenced yard, cable,
roadrunner/wireless, HDTV,
2 car garage. W/D, $425 + 1/4 util.
(407)521-5563
Roommate needed to share large new
4/2 house. 1O mins away from UCF.
Large rms, furnished, comm. pool,
tennis courts, & gym. Yard & security.
$500 + 1/3 utilities. Avail Fall.
Call Ariel @ 954-610-9214

•

Room for rent in new home in Oviedo.
2 bdrms avail. in a 3bd/2ba. Rent
~Olmo per room (incl. utll.)
Call 407-971-3110

CLASSIFIEDS
Solve the genuine Sudoku puzzle, now in every-issue!

Place your ad online even closer to publication at:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
HEATHER GLEN SUDOKU
4 bed/2 bath In Pegasus Point.a
$455 a month, All utllltles Included
Free shuttle·to UCF, Great roommates
. Call Chris @ 407·493·0987
Female needed for 1/1 in 3/3 apt at
Pegasus Landing avail ASAP! Fully
furnished, all util. incl, cable, internet,
w/d .. No move-in fees. $540/mo
Call Sophia-at 352-502-8483
1 Rm Avall In 414 w/ quiet roommates.
F Only. $460/mo Includes all utllltles
except phone. Complex has 24 fitness
rooms, computer lab, basketball &
volleyball courts, & pool. Avall.
Immediately. Call 772-349-3271
1/1 in a 4/4 at Pegasus Landing. I will
pay all transfer fees. $510/mo, all util.
incl. F only. Available ASAP. Lease ends
in July. Option to renew.
Call: 954-292-3694 or 407-808-5255
NEED TO RENT ASAP! 1/1 (2 rooms
avail.) at Alafaya Club In 4141 Great F
roomies! Shuttle to UCFI May-July!
LOW RENT!! Please calll 239·404·5267
M to sublease a 412 In Pegasus
Connection. $470/mo. May-Aug. I'll ·
pay transfer fee! Utll. Incl. Internet,
cable, pool. Call Dan 954-682-6191

Roor:n Available after April 28th!
Clean room with new carpet, private
bathroom, lake view.on the first floor.
Quiet apartment in Northgate Lakes,
everything included.
Avail. April 29th· Aug 4.
Rent is $499/mo. for 3 months.
I will pay renter $50 to move in ASAP!
941-228-4419
Sublease in Pegasus Connection.
May, µune, and July". 4/4 on 1st floor.
Pool view. Great Roommates. $525 per
month. Please call 321-243-5149 for
more info.
Sublease- $480/month Northgate Lakes
1 rm avail. in a 4/4iFemales onlyl All
utilities incl. May-July, Rent/Date
Negotiable! Call Tiffany@ 321-262-3104
SUMMER SUBLEASE $435/MOI·
Pegasus Landing. 1 bd in a 3/3.May 2July 31st!All utilities included. Call Kelly
at 813-810-5515.
SUMMER SUBLEASE (May-July)
1/1 in 4/4@ Pegasus Landing, $510/mo
Move in Date/Rent NEGOTIABLE! NO
FEESI Call Ashley 305-776-8592
Summer Sublease 1 Rm available @ 3/3
Pegasus Landing F only. Only $400 a
month utilities incl. Free Shuttle to UCF
Avail May 1st thru July 31 . 407-580-9564
Summer Sublease tor Incoming
freshman male In Pegasus Pointe
(Freshman Bulldlng). $480/mo,
furnished, Includes utllltles.
Call 321-795·8501

Pegasus Landing Sublease
WILLING TO NEGOTIATE CHEAP
RENT. M In 313, May-July.
Pool, gym, UCF shuttle, computer lab.
Call Matt 407-468-0948

1
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Thursday's puzzle:
Medium level

Pegasus Pointe- All freshman building . .
$450/mo. Avail May 1. Includes cable,
internet, & utilities. All modern appliances.·
954-632-9287 or 954-385-9732
2 Rooms Immediately Avall.
1/1 In a 414 In Pegasus Connection
and a 1/1 In a 3/2 at North Gate.
$495/mo, Includes everything,
with w/d. No move In fees.
Call 954·655-1704 or 352·256·1555

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Heather Glen Apartments ·

FREE $250 CASH!!!!!

1 & 2 Bedrooms

Take over my lease at University.House
in a 4bd/2.5b&. Available lmmediateiyllll
$445/mo incl. util., cable, internet, etc.
Call 469-682-3763

FOR SALE:
I~
~Homes

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday's puzzle:
Easy level

TIVOll 3/3 ASAPll!
$1224/mo. +utl. great location
Heather 407-697-2430

Available

PIE IN THE SKY CROSSWORD

3bd/2ba immaculate home w/in min of
UCF $259,'900. 100% financing
available. Several 1, 2 & 3 bdrm
condos from the low $100s. Call today
for expert help w/ all of your real estate
needs. The Selby Group 407-482-8225.

1.
5.
9.
12.
13.
14.

15.
18.
19.

20.
3Bd/2.5Ba/1 Ga Waterford VIiia For
Sale. Walk fo Town Center and just 3
mlles from UCF. Gated Community,
Pool, Basketball & Playground.
Excellent Location!! $270,000
Calf Mike @ 407-310-6583

FOR SALE BY OWNER

' 22.
26.
28.
30.
31.
33.

3/212 99' SpaCious Screened Porch,·
Many Upgrades, Dinning Room,
Regency Park, Behind UCF, Must Seel
Call Joe/Mary 407-341-5005 Or http://AndruskoHouse.HomeWebs.com

35.

Villa Valencia Condos.
1,2,3 bdrms. Gated community.
Starting at $130's. 10 mins from UCF.
Call for incentives. 407-381-0500
www.villavaienciacondos.com

12

1, 2 and 3·bedroom condos.
Concrete Block Construction, single
story. Conversion property, major
, renovation Inside & out. Priced from
the $120's. 6 'mlles to UCF.
407-657-9604 or
www.wrenwoodcondos.com

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

suldolku
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36.

ACROSS
Bridge seat
Parisian pop
Just a bit
Be kingly
Geometric
computation
Period
Device for
grasping
More lucid
Cartoon
transparencies
Wheel's
partner
Exclusive
Bullfight bellow
__ and yang
In need
of a tissue
Bell the cat
Pointillist's
stock-in-trade
Mouse's
undoing
Obvious
2

3

4

38. Draw from
40. Tango team
41 . Performs
again
43. School
staple
45. Right now!
47. Showy lily
50. Sound
rebound
54. "You __
There"
55. Roman
alcoves
56. Analogous
57. Teacher's
favorite
58. Remove
from print
59. Janet of
Justice
DOWN
1. Vast sandy
regions
2. Ambiance
6
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3. Defamed
orally
4. Home on
the range?
5. Confidant
6. Greenland
explorer
7. Descartes
and Clair
8. Aerie infant
9 . Sea dog

8

15
18
23

31
36
41

WRENWOOD CONDOS
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10. Before the
present
· 11. Sanctum
16. Offer
thanks
17. Key
21. Something
to flip
23. Worldly
24. Bird's crop ·
25. Keyboard
mishap
26. Bouquet
27. Cleanse
29. Au
contrairel
32. Worn
away
34. Skye cap?
37. Foursome
39. Tropical
rodent
42. Black
44. Turkic
tribesman
46. Common
duck
48. Pork
product
49. - Domini
50. Criticism
51. It comes
before long
52. Doggy doc
53. Shorebird

Solution and new puzzles.in next issue's Classifieds
r--·--·- - ·--. --•- -· - -· - - ·--· - - . -,

97 Camry 4 Sale. $4,300. 125,000 miles.
In excellent condition with CD changer
and cassette radio, ale, new battery.
Call Ken 407-375-4009

•..............•...........•

Buv anv Lg Pizza
Receive 10 Winos

'89 Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight
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YOU'VE NEVER LIVED LIKE THIS!
The VIiiage At Science Drive. Are you
looking for a place to sub-lease, then I
have the place for you. 414 style, car
wash faclllty, less than one mlle from
UCF, fully furnished units, full-size
washer/dryer, Rent: $525 and I'll pay
for all move-In fees, just call me.
You can move In as soon as possible.
239-560-4088
Tivoli 1/1 room In a 3/3 fioorplan summer
sublease. $350mo. Looking for MayAugust tenant. I will cover utilities.· Call
Matt for more details. {352)871-6329

MUST SELL. 412 home open
floor plan. Tiie throughout.
Vaulted celllngs. 283k.
Call 407-761·2311
UCF Students,
Graduate to Home Ownership.
JUST $2500 DOWN.
NO CLOSING COST. Luxurious 1, 2,
and 3 BOA Condos. Waterford Lakes,
407-737-0529. www.thecrestlife.com

donating
pl~sma regularly

•
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\vww.UCFnews.com/spotthespoof

$170/MO.

~10 OfffR

CONGRATULATES THIS WEEK'S WINNER

Spot the Spoof each Monday - and win free pizza!

EARN
UPTO
SPfCIAl

SPOT
THE SPOOF
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DCilJiOlogicals
Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321·235-9100

FREE!

Touring Sedan 40. 8l!K mlles. Runs
great! Repainted In 2002. Leather
Interior. Auto transmission.
16·23mpg. On·board computer
system (trip tracker, oll change
reminder, etc.) Brand new
AM/FM/CD w/remote. $1500 OBO.
954·608·7103; tej220@gmall.com
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, 100% FREE Online Dating •
No trlal period, no restrictions. It Is
really .100% FREE. Join and use
Instantly. www.MyAreaSlngles.com
For Sale
La-Z-Boy double recliner loveseat,
sage green.
Two years old, excellent condition. Was
$1120 new, asking $450. Oak tables:
one coffee table, two end tables: $40 for
the three. Call 407;322-5768

35MM CAMERA FOR SALE
Minolta HTsl Plus, 35·80mm Mlnolta
lens, 75·300mm Tamron len1, fllter1,
Mlnolte camera bag, Minolta camera
etrap. ONLY $2501 Call 954·808·7103
a-mall: tej220@gmall.com
Furniture For Sale
7 pc. set. Couch, love seat, chair, 2 end
tables, coffee table, and lamp. Asking
price $425/obo. Call 407·965 r92
Place your ad In minutes
I

~~

Ready to Buy or Sell a Home?
Let me.help youl Familiar vtlth East
Orlando, Investment properties, condos,
family hornes. Experienced, hard·
working realtor. Nancy Wolt, EXIT Realty
(407)765-6127 www.NancyWolt.com
NancyExltRealty@yahoo.com
PHO and Masters graduate• to help
with essay resesrch and writing.
www.cuatomesaay.com
1·888·345-8295
MATH TUTOR·· Graduate student at
UCF. Algebra, trig, pre-calculus, &
calculus 1-111. $20/hr, flexible hours. Call
Victor 407-362-4046
MOTORCYCLE TRANSPORT
$0.49/mile plus service fee
www.transportermover.com
Call 407.963.6980
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Unplanned Pregnancy?
. Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmerlcanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573
PIANO LESSONS •• Experienced and
trained w/theory. Flexible hours &
meeting locations. $20/hr. 407-362-4046

HAVE LEGAL ISSUES?
"Lawsuits Made Easy" seminar
presented by experienced
attorney/author Dr. Frederick Graves.
Learn how to tile or defend lawsuits ....-·
with or without 11 lawyer. Protect
yourself from legal abuaal Saturday,
Aprll 22, 9:00am-5:00 pm. Basic
registration only $199-satlstactlon
guaranteed. For detalls and to
register: 1·866·LAW-EASY

.,
April 13, 2006 • (tnttaJ jloriba :futun
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ROCK STAR LUXURY > INDIVIDUAL LEA·SES & ROOMMATE MATCHING
> CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FAR FROM THE DORMS.
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First, we asked students everywhere what they wanted
iri an apartment, .then we gave it to them:

.
Affordable uxury a ·niti es
designed around actual st ent life.
.

A place that's conducive to studying, with built-in social life,
and a double dose of live-on-your-own,

make-your-own-choi e ,
. off-campus
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HL HF HYR
12024 Royal Wulff Lane
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone: (407) 277-4007
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FREEDOM!
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